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AFTERNOON
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xtwo
achievements of ithes
epoch'
making events ;ltf;tbV world's history.
There they stand: In; Jt their undying
lustre, so that be whi jfuns may see
that they have afforded jo the peace-workev. ' i
of our" time '.ft new and posi
tive program, on which every true
believer in international peace, of no
matter what complexion his belief
may be, can find room and opportuni
ty for laboij, rid whose realization
will not only make present arma
ments as obsolete as would a fleet of
airships, but will at least usher In a
reign of law and justice within that
"no man's land" of International rela
MUR
ATTACKS ACTION OF CONGRESSMAN
DOLLIVER
SENATOR.
PROF. WM. I. HULL OF SWATH tions."
-BRINGS
KANSAS
PHY
OF
PRESENT'
OF
SCHEDULES
MORE COLLEGE ADDRESSES
'
:
STORM OF PROTESTS.
TARIFF BILL.
Caught After Thirty Years.
NATIONAL CONGRESS.
On the
Fredirck, Okla., May 4.
charge of having murdered a railroad
SUMMARY OF WQRK AT HAGUE foreman in Texas 30 years ago, John DESIRES DUTY OFFgCOTTCJ AN INVESTIGATION WELCOME
Adams.' working here as a day labor
- - - V
,.
.
er, was arrested today. Although he
COURT
SETTLES had eluded capture, he has 6erved IOWAN DELIVERS ONE OF MOST judge Mcpherson
PERMANENT
HE IS WILLING TO HAVE
PRESEN?
FOUR IMPORTANT INTERNA-- .
two penitentiary terms meanwhile In , NOTABLE SPEECHES
"
CONDUCT EXAMINED,
TED THIS SESSION.
Texas and Arkansas.
TIONAL DIFFERENCES.

WANTS W Hill. uESDEUTION

ADVANCE IN

rs

LIST;

PEACE

;iimal9 which before

Qrenoninij w re unapis 10 stand, were,
inside oftwentyrfour hours, eating
t
and
with the rest of

TURKS TRADE

runn'ing-'-abcfit-

the herd apparently as well a3 ever.
While the government experfs have
not yet made a study of this disease
or given the suggested, remedy offi
cial sanction, the remedy itself is, so
apparently harmless and unobjection
able, that considering the results ob
tained by its use, there seems to be
no possible danger in, giv'ng it full
publicity. The sheepmen can, in this
manner give it more extended trial3
and po&sibly save themselves from
the serious losses which the eating
of this weed by the stck has heretofore caused.
The disease will be carefully studied
and the results of administering this
remedy-watchewith a view of. or- recting any errors in its use should
it not prove of as great value as is
exnected. Meantime every sheepman
whose sheep are sick or dying from
pingue will, no doubt, be only too
eager to give this simple remedy ef
hot water and salt drenches,, every
OPENLY
ATI.CKS ALD1ICH SAYS PHILIPS WAS WRONGED hour, a. good trial, because the annual losses have been serious ones
DO for the fiockma&ters of. the southwest
TO
WHATEVER
NOTHING
HAD
DECLARES THAT HE CANNOT BE
where the disease or sickness appears
WITH THE HEARING OF RECONVICTED OF TREACHERY
to be the most prevalent at the pres
CASES
.
RATE
CENT
TO PROTECTIVE TARIFF.
ent t1meM t
.,
":
, ,

ON FREE

CAUSE OF

the reaujt i'mC

STIRS UP

GIRLS FOR

STRIFE

HORSES
AUTHENTIC DETAILS COMING IN
'
OF ATROCITIES COMMITTED

.

'
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WHOLE

,

TO INEVITABLY RULE FUTURE
CIVILIZED

-

WORLD

Four
persons were drowned and a total of
eight barges were lost during a fierce
TO
storm last night off Faulkner's' is
land. The news was hrought to this
city by a tug.

LOOKS

TO FURTHER
OF PEACE.

AMERICA

Eight Barges Sink.
New Haven, Conn., May 4.

"The Advance SON OF JAPAN DENIED
May 4.
. Registered by the two Hague Confer- encee," was the subject of the address
RIGHT OF CITIEZNSHIP
of Prof. William h. Hull of Swarth- . more
college, Pennsylvania, at today s
Federal Judge
Norfolk, May 4.
Waddill
court of
States
United
of
the
congress. . .The speaker said that the
to
are
conferences
internation
denied
the petition of
..i Hague
Virginia, today
al law what the industrial revolution Namyo. Bessho, former; "chief stewof the 18th and lPth. centuries was to ard "of the American navy for naturhuman industry, or what the rise ot alization! Besho is a Japanese and
the. American republic was to human claimed the right of citizenship begovernment
cause of "having served honorably In
'
"The civilized world," said he, "in the navy and holds an. honorable discommon with our own country, has charge. The court held, however, that
made use of many instrumentalities under the federal statute only per
in ita great ascent towards internat-- , sons of white blood or of African desional peace., and Justice;
but the cent or nativity, can become Ameri
-- 11 T
.
..
t.
i
l ..J AT.
can citizens even though he has seen
'
the
two conferences at The service in the navy or army.
been
Hague. - xxr tneae conierences, nxe
the great heroes or institutions of
history, embodied in themselves near- AUTOMOBILE SALESMAN
which
ly all the instrumentalities,
UN STAND FOR HALNS
have been achieving for the world its
renowned victories of peace."
Prof. Hull gave a summary of the
Fmehing, N. YM May 4. Emile
'
work of the Hague conferences,' and
H ess. an automobile salesman
who
continued:
."The Institution established by the formerly had a garage in Brooklyn,
which was a witness in the trial 'of Captain
conferences at The
Hague
in the mind of Peter C. Hains, Jr., this morning. He
stands out
the nations, is the permanent court of said Captain Hains came to him last
s
is de-- , June and asked, what he knew of
arbitration. This
and ' Mrs. Hains. Hess told him
served; for, although this institution
is not truly permanent nor is it a Mrs Hains called him late one night,
genuine court, yet it is the pioneer of to come and get her car. Hess ofits race and has already proved itself fered to take Mrs7 Hains but she reof incalculable utility, having settled fused to go home at "such an. hour."
s
differ-- " The witness said Mrs. Hains and
four important international
tothe
to
came
ences and attracted six other's into
garage
frequently
the path towards peaceful solution. A gether.
national observance of international
law and obedience, to International
FIFTY DOLLARS RAISED
Justice cannot fail greatly to strength-- (
en individual observance of and obeHERE TOR -- LINCOLN FARM
dience to national law
, justice.
The advance registered, then, by the
The Lincoln Fafm association 'com
permanent court of arbitration and
the admiral code of procedure adopt-- mittee of this city succeeded'5 in raised tor it, is of profound .sigificance ing the. sum of $50 for the purpose of
upon both the national, and the Inte- aiding in the work of developing the
Lincoln birthplace farm into a nationrnational scale.
'
al-al parfcj A check for this amount
y y"The court of arbitral justice,
the general manager of
though, not set in operation by the was sent'-tsecond conference? constitutes the In- the association iby the local committernational promised land of the world tee, which consists, of A.' H. Whit- John
today. Not only will the idea of such more, " JeffeTsdn
Raynolds,
Vm
a- DAiirt
tin nafrrn a tariff VioVtfnJ
Shank, Dr. W. K. Tipton, Captjonn
, wrong of warfare ,, but it will inevita- - A. Ross,- Supt. kufus Mead, W. G.
..,
bly rule the future.
Haydon, H. G. Cdors, jr., George Kin-ke- l
"Two great Americans, Elihu Root
and J. H. Stearns. The following
N
and Joseph H. Choate, were the Mos--. letter' was received in acknowledg:
v
es and Aaron who led the second con--- ment:
ference Into the paths toward this Mr.-JoA. Ross, E. Las Vegas, N. M.
promised land; the conference as the
April 28 Dear Sir:., Your woTk In
result of infinite toil has led the world behalf of this association, has been of
across the desert to the Jordan; an j such an exceptional: character that
now It is the growing hope of the I wish to extend to you and the other
civilized world that Philander Chase members of your committee, a most
;
Knox will be the Joshua who will cordial expression-- ; of tmit appreciatake it across that one last river the tion. If members1 evinced- the same
difficulty, namely, as to the appolnt-Mjaen- t spirit of unselfish patriotic
'' ''
of the judges.
the great work efj. the Lincoln
-finished.
sumnational
brief
back
this
park would soon-bupon
'"'"Looking
The names of the contributors semary of the work ;o( the two
we must, admit that the cured by you have been entered'! on
past at least is secure. The allevia- our records, and , the certificates and
tion and prevention of many of war- - acknowledgments will be forwarded
'
fare' former horrors, its restriction at the earliest possible date.
valfor
of
your
you
narrow
with
limits, the protection
Again thanking
and neutrals from its ued assistance and generous cooperaravagoe, the assertion of principles tion,' we remain,, "to. the memory of
' and the establishment of practices for Lincoln.' faithfully .yours.
'ir.THB.rMNCOLN ASS'N.
its prevention and for the enforceE.
ment of justice; such were the great
F.
Pierce, Gen. Mgr.
By
Chicago,
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St. Louis May 4. "Frank Hagerman,
Washington, May 4. Attacking the
the
leading attorney for the railways
wool and cotton schedules of, the
in
the
fight over railway' rates In
pending tariff bill as containing de- Missouri,
today telegraphed Attorney
ceptive provisions, increasing ' the General Wickersham - to
protest
rates of duty on many articles, conagainst "the resolution presented, by
taining but a trifling quantity of Congressman Murphy,: calling for an
wool. Senator Dolllver of Iowa today investigation' of"; Judges
McPherson
delivered one of the ; most
and Phillips as to their conduct; in
speeches presented in the senate tlo. rate; hearings.4 He says $he rec- since revisfon of the' tariff has been i&A will clear" ;any doubt' of .the
A considerable
under discussion.
jMtlgea' actjpns and says that state of
portion of his remarks were address ficials publicly disavow any knowl-eded direotly to Senator Aldrich, chairof Murphy's actions.
"
man of the finance committee.
'. "loeue Statement.'
,
;
"If I speak the truth," said pollivar.
Judg Smith McPherson of the
IT f' deal with things as they are, I
jilted States circuit, court, issued a
uggest to the senator from') Rlipde Ing statement here today, regard
Island, Shat it Win not bVun sjequat-- . ing -- the charges" 'maae ty ' Cuugrestt-niar- i
answer to reproach me with the er
Murphy, against the. actions, df
rors of my youth 'or disparage .me McPherson and
Judge Phillips in the
because in other years I followed in rate cases.
McPherson said he
the footsteps of the party leaders." would welcome an investigation
if
Referring to a 'recent. exchange of any congressman besides Murphy dewords with Aldrich, Dolliver aaid:
sired it. He said Phillips had been
"If the senator intends ,tb humilate
wronged as he had nothing to do with
me by, my course, as dictated by porate 'cases.
the
litical conditions at home, he unin- tentionally pays me a; compliment beTo Establish .Airship Line.
cause this nation- has entered- - upon a
Stuttgart, Germany, May 4. At a
new era of responsfbilityon the part
meeting : today of the Wurtemburg
of presidents, and congress alike."
Aerial Navy league a representative
Referring to the tariff act passed, of Count Zeppelin declared that a
;,
.
the' senator .said:
company has been formed in connec"Is it possible that a man, because tion with the Zeppelin Airship Conhe voted for the Allison tin plate act struction company, to undertake to
n
in 1889, and heard poor MeKinley ded- fly a regular line of airships from
icate the first tin plate mill in Amer-- '
to Priedrichshafen to North
lea, can be convicted in this chamber, Germany. It s hoped to open for
of treachery to protective tariff,, if he traffic next year.
desires that a schedule be examined,
after seeing a feeble enterprise in
1890 grown within a single decade FOUR PEOPLE ARRESTED
to the full measure of this market
FOR
liit.VS
place, organized into great corpora
into
a
speculations,
New York, May 4. Four arrests
tive tryst, and at length unloaded on
were
made, today by. United States
States'
Steel
the United
company,
with a rakeoff to the promoters suf- Maishal Henkel on charges growing
ficient to buy the'' Rock Island sys- out of the seizure of smuggled trunks
at this port a year ago. The persona
tem."
arrested 'are George White,, dealer in
Borah Wants Income Tax.
dressmakers?
theVncome
supplies'; Lorne B. Walon
Resuming his speech
tax amendment to the pending tariff ker, & former employe of the customs
bill. Senator Borah insisted upon tie department; W- - H. Kilgannea, a sales- an, and Elizabeth, his wife. , The arconstitutionality of the Income-ta- x.,
He contended tHat the principle of the rests are not connecjted with the seizincome tax applies to the Inheritance ure of 25,000 worth of goods
Walker pleaded guilty and
tax, which is either ft tax on real -'
tate or one right to take real estate. was remanded.: The others pleaded
If one unconstitutional, another equal not guilty and are, held under $5,000
bail.
ly.
.
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SHOT

AND

1

MALTREATED.

DESIRE

TERRIBLE

IN

BURNED

WOMEN

KILL

TO

OUT AND
BROUGHT
BYSTANDERS'
WHILE

CLAP THEIR HANDS.

.
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APPEAL TO BEASUN

--

FAMILIES

HOMES.

IN COURTS

Port Scott, Kan., May 4. The trial
Fred Warren, manager of The Ap-

peal to Reason, a socialist paper at
GIrard, Kan., on a charge of violating
the postal regulations,' was begun to
of
Taylor
day. Former Governor
Kentucky, will be a witness for the
prosecution. It is alleged that Warren sent out his paper In wrappers,
bearing in red type an offer of a reward of J1.000 for the return of Governor. Taylor to Kentucky., It Is said
that the offer was suggested by the
takltsr o Moyer.Und Heywood from
'
Denver to Idaho, fqr triaL
"

Tarsus, Asiatic Turkey, May 4.
Authentic details of the atrocitita
committed by fanatical Mohat-eda- us
in this district are now, comii.g m with.
par
sickening abundance. The woi
ticulars cannot be 'priced, 'buV Uero
now is na doubt that VJ.000 lost Oteir
livei and many person put the death '
'
' '
'.
list as high aa 25,000.
from Ave
Many villages, convainlng
acto six hundred iauaDitants were
of
town
one
tually wiped out and in
ai
4 000 people, only iw
and 'chA
they are nearly all woaien
4ren.: The same thing with farms in
and
the fertile valleys. Even" Greeka
wnoie
down.
struck
Syrians were
famiUes were burned "in their honiea,
and the girls and women mawai
and carried off to harema." At "one
-

'

TO SELL JUDGMENT
FOB FIVE MILLIONS
Cincinnati, May 4. The Jast ves
tige of the once famous Cincinnati
ase," the' collapse of ihe' Fidelity Na
L. Hartional bank and the fall of
to
per and others, who. attempted
corner the wheat , market, will be
cleaned up May 17, when a $5,000,-00- 0
judgment against Harper will be
offered for sale by the , receiver of
the tank. Harper speculated on the
Chicago board and failed to . run a
corner In wheat. He served several
years in the penitentiary for using
the funds of the hank to bolster uo
trades. Many thousands were plung
ed into despair when the crash came.
OBJ.

Flnley Returns Home.
Williamsburg, Ky., May 4. Charles
Finley, former secretary of state, pardoned by Governor Willson for al
leged complicity In the Goebel murder, returned homu today and was
accorded a reception. There was a
touching scene at the home of the
aged father and mother who had been
waiting, for their so" for nine years.

.

'

l..JAit ''Aim.ninft.
--

'

8U1V

place one upu
rendered. They Were takn in an open
field and shot down!
Young Turks around TaroU3 today
for horfies
are trading Armenian girls
'
'
and repeating rines. ' Never baa
there been evidenced such a desire to
kill as has been seen in the last ten
In many instances
days.
were brought out and shot, tne D-yetanders dapping Jheir hands at each
Meantime tne
succeeding, murder.
are
Moslemspasturing their horses
and cattle in the green crop-- of tbe
"!
,
Armenian victims.
Ad ana, May 4. Adana is still lawmuou
were
less. More people
In
terday . Thirty thousand are dead
Adana province aa a result of the
thousand
massaores and thirty-fiv- e
homeless refugees are wandering into

the vilayet

'.

TOM LAWSON TO WORK
SANTA RITA MINES

W:
Boston. Mass., May
S,
Albert
C.
lwWiii. Albert
Burrage,
iBiselow and associates have organiz
ed the Process Copper company,
which proposes to purchase at par
the entire capital stock of the Santa
Rita Land and Mining compay, operGflTCn OEFEATES REI'iER
ating fai New Mexico. It Is understood
- IN TWO STRAIGHT FALLS to be the intention 6t the promotersto Issue $3,000,000 eight, r'per cent
convertible into 8 per cent
4.
bonds,
Frank
Des' Moines, la., May
is to
Gotch, world's champion wrestler, last preferred stock.- The purchase
to
offered
bonds
the
and
made
be
night defeated Jess Reimer of Des
Mr. Law- which
Investors
55,000
some
4
18
In
two
Moines,
straight falls,
eon has on hia list ' The $9,000,000
and 15 minutes respectively.
Mr. Lawson
was
conceded
The first fall
by common stock goes to
Reimer after Gotch had almost broken and Mr. Burrage, who propose to
his leg with a toe hold. The second erect at Santa Rita a 'plant with a
fall came' after some spectacular capacity of treating 2,000 tons of cop
to be inn
sparring in i Which Reimer succeeded per ore daily. The plant is
Mr. Law- which
new
a
under
process
time
Gotch
behind
in staying
half, the
been dehave
son and his associates
and breaking six different holds.
an
at
plant loexperimental
Dr. B. Fv Roller of Seattle, refereed. veloping
"Famier" Burns. George Turner, cated at Bayonne, N. J. Mr. Lawson
Lawrence Piergue and Chris Prlerson will offer these bonds at par and sub
and Emif 'Pierson and Emil Klank, scribers have proportionate right to
were among the wrestlers present participate In a further issue "p to
Arrangements were made after the $30,000. The Santa Rita conrpauy
match, 'for a finish bout between Dr. has $300,00d 'cash in treasury-- which
r
Roller and Reimer here in July.
goes to the new company.
'

-

3--

,

RUBBERWEED 1 CAUSES SHEEPMEN
OF SOUTHWEST HEAVY LOSSES
Aibuquerque, N. M., May 4. For
sevxral years past - the sheepmen of
the southwe&t have suffered serious
losses from a disease known among
the Mexican 'herders 'as "pingue."
"Plngiie"' is popularly supposed to
be caused by eating either the leaves
has In the
of a plant
or roots
'
last f ew years been quite prominent
in the public eye as the "rubber
plant" or "rubber weed."
Whether this plant is a true rubber plant or not is a matter which
dees net interest the sheepmen eo
much p.S some remedy for tbe sicUness

that follows its eating by the sheep.
On the Carson national forest In
New Mexico, Forest Ranger Bert

Phillips, in whose district a great
many sheep had . recently died from
study of the
pingue, after makln-'sickness,' suggested to the' 'sheepmen
whose animals were dying with it, that
drenches cf hot water and salt might
'' " ''
prove efficaclousi.
The materials for the remedy Were
so quickly obtained that several of
the owners gave the plan a trial.' The
sick sheep were drenched every hour
with liberal doses of the mixture with
a

.

.f

""'

Twenty Injured In Wreck.
Gteat
'..St Paul. Minn., May 4.
Northern passenger train. No. 3 ran
into a light engine at Delano, Minn.,
last night and In . tho wreck two
coaches burned and twenty pas sou
gers were seriously Injured.
-

,

Explosion Injures Seven.
Pittsburg, May 4. An explosion of
'
in
powder 2,000 feet underground
Coal
of
the Keystone
the Arona mine
company In West Moreland county,
f ericusly Injured 3eveh miners and
cauHPtl a panic among 2,000' others.

,
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ALCOHOL IN SICKNESS.

DAY PAST WHEN BRUTE FORCE

(

DIRECTS POLICY OFNATIONS

EZRA MEEKER TO HAVE PIONEER

,

At one of the London public hospitals a special point is made of giving
alcohol to the patients as rarely and
sparely as possible ; and each time
that one of the physicians does so he
submits a special entry of the reasons
that actuated him. In the thirty-two- c
years of the existence of the hospitale
alcohol has only been given seventy-ontimes. The eases received are
the
exactly like those received by allnumother hospitals. For 1904 they
The
bered 1337
only.
death-rat- e
among these was 7.3 per
cent. For the same year --the averago
death-rat- e
among the other London
9.1 per cent.
publio hospitals was alcohol
s
in
Therefore the use of
is not to be regarded as a necessity. Although most physicians proscribe alcohol in solution with druga
for their patients there was one physician of national reputation who did
not believe in using alcohol. Many
years ago when Dr. K. V. Pierce decided to put up his valuable "Prescription" for the diseases of women in a
R
ready to use" form he used as a
solvent and preservative chemically
pure glycerine of proper strength,
which is a better solvent and preservative of the active medicinal principles
or
residing in most of our indigenousDr.
native plants than is alcohol.
Pierce found that the glycerine, besides being entirely harmless, possesses
intrinsic medicinal properties, of great
value.
No woman who is suffering from
inflammation, from the pains and
drains incident to womanhood can
afford to be without Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. An honest medicine which has the largest number of
cures to its credit and a deserved popularity for two score years all over the
United States. Dr. Pierce tells' yon
just what is contained in his "Favorite
Prescription."

but of the entire world. This
tribunal is now taking practically all
tbe international differences not
by diplomacy. Within a year
there have been referred to it the
a
dispute between France
and Germany, the fisheries controversy between this, country and Great
Britain, certain questions in controversies between our government and
Venezuela, and a dispute between
Norway and Sweden.
"Within less than six years more
than 80 treaties of obligatory arbitrato
the
tion, stipulating reference
Hague court of all questions of a judicial order and those arising In the
interpretation of treaties, have been
concluded between nations in pairs, 23
of which were negotiated the past
year by our distinguished
of State Root, and ratified by both
the president and senate. Arbitration
has won its case. There remains, in
'
fact, but one further step In'' its development, and that is the conclusion
of a general treaty of obligatory arbitration to be signed by all the nations together, stipulating the reference to the Hague court of all inter
national differences not capable of solution by diplomacy. A treaty of this
ITS INGREDIENTS A EE:
order, limited somewhat in scope,
Golden Seal root (Hydrastis Canacame much nearer adoption at the
Slipper root (Cypri-pediusecond Hague conference than is us- densis), Lady's
Pubescens), Black Cohosh
of the forty-fou- r root (Cimicifuga Racemosa), Unicorn
ually known. Thirty-fiv- e
Blue Cohosh
root
delegations voted for it, and only root (Heloniaa Dioica),
,
Thalictroides)
(Caulophyllum
five against it, a vote of seven to one, Chemically Pjire Glycerine. "
or by the populations of the nations
the
medical
men
Among
prominent
the country who recommend the
represented, of more than seven to of
above ingredients as superior remedies
one, leaving out of account the four for nervous conditions depending upon
powers that abstained from voting disorders of the womanly system and
and tacitly gave their consent to tlie lor tne cure ot those catarrhal conditions in the affected parts are : Edwin
proposed convention.
M. Hale, M. D., Professor of Materia
"This record made by arbitration is Medica, at Hahnemann Medical Col
unsurpassed, probably unparalleled, lege, Chicago ; Prof. John King, M.D.,
Author of the American DisDensatorv.
by any other chapter of the history of Woman and her Diseases; Professor
the progress of civilization during the John M. Scudder, Doctors Hale, Ives,
last hundred years, and before long Wood, Bartholow and others. Address
the wise and learned historians, who a postal card to Dr. Pierce for a complete treatise on the
subject sent to
have heretofore so largely estimated you
without cost. '
history by its feuds and battles and
DE. PIERCE'S PLEASANT PELLETS
y
slaughters, will find it out."
cure biliousness, sick and bilious headDr. Trueblood discussed the signifi ache, dizziness, costiveness, or concance of some of .the special conven- stipation of the bowels, loss of appetions adopted by the second' Hague tite, coated tongue, sour stomach,
"The position which
the peace conference
belchings, "Heartburn," pain
which exclude warlike windy
ana distress alter eating, ana Kmarea
; movement has reached is no less dis-;-operations entirely , from
certain derangements of the Over, stomach
bowels.
tinctly determined by the practical fields and make war in
much and
Persons who are subject to any of
attainments of arbitration. Within more difficult and less general
likely to occur these troubles should never be without a
'
the past 20 years so rapid has been at all.
vial of the "Pleasant Pellets" at hand.
more
the triumphs of arbitration' that
Ast to the Important work vof the In proof of their superior excellence is
said that they are
than 100 international differences conferences', the speaker said: 'The can truthfully be
always adopted as a household remedy
have been disposed of by this means, first Hague conference
first
trial.
gave us the after the
or between five and six a year for
little "Pellet" is a laxative, two
permanent International court of arbi- areOne
cathartic. They regulate, invigorthe whole twenty years. Arbitration tration, to which the
powers repre- ate and cleanse the liver, stomach and
is no longer an experiment. It Is the sented finally became
parties by rati- bowels. As a "dinner pill," to promote
A
resettled practice of the nations.
fication
of
the convention. This digestion, take one each day. Tooverlieve the distress arising from
score of disputes today go naturally to court has now for
eight years been in
nothing equals one of these
arbitration where on gives rise even successful operation, and not less than eating,
little "Pellets." They're tiny, sugar-coateto talk of war.
four controversies have been referred
granules, scarcely
than mustard seeds.
"The first Hague conference, ten to it
during the past year. The sec larger
HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
years ago, gave us me permanent in ond Hague conference
enlarged and
ternational court of arbitration, which strengthened the convention
to live in health and happiHow
under
ness is the general theme of Dr.
has now been in 'successful operation which this court was
set up, and made Pierce's Common
Sense Medical Adfor about eight years and disposed o' the court the
tribunal, not of the pow- viser. This great work on medicine
several important controversies. This ers
already represented, but of all the and hygiene, containing over 1000
scourt was strengthened and improved nations of the
and more than 700 illustrations,
world. Though 'refer pages
on receipt of stamps to pay
by the second Hague conference two ence of disputes to this tribunal Is is sent free
expense of mailing only. Send 31 one-ceyears ago, and by the admission of still in general
vold
stamps for the
voluntary, a majority
American of
the South and - Central
or only 21 stamps for the book
the important nations have already ume,
in paper covers.
states to it has become the arbitra- by
special treaties with each other in
pow
tion court, not of the twenty-si- x
pairs, pledged themselves to refer all
ers that gathered at The Hague in
we are to have hereafter regular
disputes of a judicial order and those that
a world conference. The
arising in the interpretation of trea meetings of
of
the
conference,- will at first
powers
MEN
BUSY BUSINESS
ties to its jurisdiction. It is reasonable to believe, therefore, that we be only advisory, but in the very nahave arrived at a stage in the devel ture of tbe case its conclusions and
Science- - Help Them Out After Reck- will be very largely
opment of our movement' when there recommendations
lessly Abusing the Stomach,
in this way it will, from
already exists among .the nations, a adopted, and
substitute for war practically, if not the very start, be substantially a leg.
f , The most reckless man in regard to theoretically, adequate
for
the ad islative world assembly. Its powers
health is the busy business man. At
will
and
be
extended.
grow
naturally
noon ha rushes out for a bite to eat. justment of all their disputes, with Here we reach tbe real position which
out
a
to
resort
in
to
con
force,
way
'
He bolts his food' without proper mas-serve the honor and vital interests of the peace movement has attained.
ticatlon, and heaps on his stomach an the
The promise, therefore, is very large
separate governments.
extra burden greater, than it is able
for the years just before us; for
"Another
step of still greater mo when the nations
to carry without breaking down.
meet representaHis overworked stomach is crying for ment was taken by the second Hague tively at regular periods, and men of
relief in uonierence in me airection or pro the
, help ; . it appeals to ; him for
highest ability and experience disa perfect substitute for force
- various ways:
Expulsion of sour gas; viding
cuss
in a friendly and frank way all
scur taste In mouth; hea-- . in the settlement of international dif of the common problems of the world,
j waterbrash,
of ferences. It voted without a dissent the
Vinson after eating: shortness
days of war will be numbered, the
ing delegation for the principle of an
armaments which now burden
breath; bad breath, etc
great
international
court of arbitral Justice,
On
tablet taken with or
and
distract
humanity will tumble to
with Judges always in service, and
each meal will help any sufferer
and the era of universal and
pieces,
from dyspepsia wonderfully. It aids holding regular sessions." The speak perpetual peace will have begun. It
er said it is safe to assume that the
the stomach in the work of digestion
no large vision to see this great
In regard to the selection of takes
difficulty
which it must perform.
realized at no distant
consummation
O the Judges will be speedily solved,
a
tablets are sold or
time."
a,nd that we shall have in a comparaMurphey at 60 cents a large box, with
short time the august tribunal
tively
cure
to
a rigid guarantee
dyspepsia
'
"They say Fubdub's youngest boy is
. and
all sUmach troubles, or money which will render war between the
quite a prodigy." "Yes, he can name
. back. - They make eating a pleasure. powers of the world scarcely thinkaall
the vice presidents of the United
ble.
He
continued:
a
,
cltanses and purifies the
Puck.
States."
"The high water mark of the work
stomach and bowels and puts vigor
and strength into the overworked tis of the second Hague conference was
This Will Interest Mothers.
sues. It is the surest stomach tonic reached in its action in regard to fu
Mother
ture
Gray's Sweet Powders for
the
of
conferences.
meetings
The
in the world.
is sold by leading druggists principle of periodic meetings of the children, a certain relief for feverteh-ness- ,
headache, bad stomach, teething
conference hereafter was approved
everywhere.
without a dissenting voice. The date disorders, move and regulate the boweven of the third conference was fixed els and destroy worms. They break
and the governments urged to appoint up colds In 24 bours.
They are so
at least two years in advance an in- pleasant to the taste and harmless as
ternational commission to prepare the milk. Children like them. Over
Li
ipismtm HI5H0MC)
of the meeting. This action
testimonials of cures. They never
program
or
Cures catarrh
money back. Just
breathe it in. Complete outfit, including means, if approved by" the several fail.' Sold by all druggists, 25c. Ask
inhaler $L Extra bottles 50a Druggists. powers, as it undoubtedly will be, today. Don't accept any substitute.
'

Chicago, May 4. "Wo have met In
this second national peace congress in
the interests not of an unrealizable
dream, but of a great already triumphing reform," said Dr. Benjamin P.
Trueblood, secretary of the American
afterPeace society, in yesterday'
noon's session of the second national
'
peace conference. "The peace move--'
ment has passed its theoretical period. It is far along toward the completion of its practical stage," con
tinued the speaker, i
"The men and women, now a great
host, who believe that the day is
past when blind brute force should
direct the policies of nations and preside at the settlement of their differ
ences, are now thoroughly organized,
A hundred years ago there was not a
society in existence organized to promote appeal to the forum of reason
and right in the adjustment of international' controversies.
Today there
are more than 500, nearly every im
portant nation having its group of
Dr. Trueblood
peace organizations."
mentioned some of these and told of
the work they are doing. Continuing,
he said:
g
"It is this
pacific public
sentiment of the world, growing constantly, crossing all boundary lines,
disregarding all language barriers, organized and having its definite well- digested program, that constitutes the
real strength and the promise of the
peace movement. Out of this ha come
all the rest the limitation and restriction of war, the splendid' triumphs of arbitration, the Hague conferences, the international court of arbitration, the beginnings of a world
parliament and of a supreme court of
the nations. It is on this intelligent
organized public sentiment, to which
governments are compelled to listen,
that we must still rely absolutely for
the accomplishment 'of what yet remains to be done to bring the nations to sane and national relations to
each other and to relieve them from
the torturing nightmare of
Ism, with which they are still ob- -
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FARM AT SEATTLE EXPOSITION
Seattle, Wash.i May 4. Two years
ago Ezra Meeker, a pioneer of Oregon
and Washington, demonstrated the
possibility of a transcontinental higha
to
way by hitching two oxen
"prairie schooner" of the olden days,
and driving them from Seattle to New
York city and return over what was
known as the "Oregon Trail,"' In the
days when men fared into the west by
what means they could. His journey
was watched with interest by every
section of the, country and, when he
"whacked" his oxen Into the national
capital, on the return trip, President
Roosevelt ran out of the White house
to greet him and tell him of the great
good that his remarkable
trip had
worked in the cause of more and better roads the country over.
Mr; Meeker was then 72 years of
age, but hardy enough to make the
long Journey, and upon his return, to
keep up his campaign for a "Camlno
the
Real," or king's highway across
!
continent.
Now he is making use of the
exposition to serve
the "Pay
the same purpose. On
--

Fast Game Next Sunday.
The "New Mexicans" will play the
E. Romero Hose and Fire company's
team next Sunday at 2:30 p. m., at
the high school grounds, and a good
game is expected, as the Romero team
comprises! some of the old Ilfeld team
which were the champions of Las
Vegas' last season.
of the New Mexicans is
The line-uas follows:
Walter Bierman
Manager
Frank Angel
Captain
Pitcher
Pete Borrego
Catcher
Ed iDelgado
J. M. Larrazolo
Shortstop
1st base
Juan Roybal
2nd base
Frank Angel
3d base
Juan Lucero
. left field
Juan Baca
Conrad Frank
right field
.Center
Jose L. Sisneros
p

..!......

............

Kicker What did Jones look like?
Bocker A tariff bill after the senate
got through with it. New York Sun.

E

Streak," which is the amusement way Cteawses & System
of Seattle's world's fair, he has laid
out several acres of the forest covDistils colds oxvd Headaches
ered campus in trails and vistas. He
has erected pioneer log cabins and
builded waterfalls. He has laid out Aets
acteXtyty
water courses and in other ways reaLaxoXvve.
produced in miniature the famous Bes
Jot MeuVbmexv avACSik
trail over which he first entered the
same
great northwest. He has the
he drove across the contiecls.
To 9 Ws YweXcG
nent and others as well and the vis
Ve.
Gewivxej;
roy
aways
itor to the exposition, when he finds j
manufactured by tKf ,
his way to the Pay Streak will be
taken "over the summit of the Cas-- ,
cades, over the 'three notched legs'
ww
the
I IU
down the descent and through
'
DRUGGETS
narrow defile," which are told of in
BY ALL LEADING
the history of Lewis and Clark, who
50V bottle,
re4ular
i
first blazed the way'
In the log cabins he will find the
The surer a man is to make up his
entertainment and hospitality of the
how the children ought to be
will
mind
woods
he
in
the
days of 'i9 and
find rustic seats and benches where raised, the surer his wife is to
may discuss the' picnic lunch- mako it for him.
!
fci.Yifl
mov
with
jtTipm.
w
wita tucj iil J
The End of the World
Altogether it is a realistic bit from
come tomorrow would. And
should
it
which
of
the pioneer days, the traces
3
of the people suffering wren
are so rapidly disappearing from the fully
rheumatism of either slight or sewest.
rious nature. Nobody need suffer
with rheumatism for Ballard's Snow
There is more Catarrh in this
Liniment drives away tie trouble.
of the country than all other dis relieves the pain instantly and leaves
eases put together, and until the last the user as well and supple as a two- old. Sold by Center Block De
few years was supposed to be incur- year
pot Drug Co.
able. For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a local disease and pre- - j Blobbs-"T- hat
girl Guzzler is oiasb,
scribed local remedles'and by con- stantly failing to cure with local treat-- 1- ed on is a lemon." Slobbs "'Well,
ment, pronounced it incurable. Sci- Guzzler always was partial to a sour
ence has proven catarrh to be a con- mash."
stitutional disease and therefore requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
If you want to feel well, look well
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the and be well, take Foley's Kidney Rem-onlv constitutional cure on the mar-- edy. It tones up the kidneys and
ket. It is taken internally in doses bladder, purifies the blood and
10 drops to a teaspoonful. It stores health and strength. Pleasant
no harmful
acts directly on the blood and mu- -' to take and contains
cous surfaces of the system. They of- - j drugs. Why not commence today?
fer one hundred dollars for any case O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
It fails to cure. Send for circulars Co.
and testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & Co., Tole-- 1
it takes a lot of denunciation to
.
do. Ohio.
some plays to success.
help
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
' For a burn or scald apply Chamberlain's Salve. It will allay the pais
almost Instantly and quickly heal the
Dead men tell no tales, but medals injured parts. For sale by all deal.
ere cheaper than pensions.
ers.
.
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ESTABLISHED I&62

White Linen Skirts

d,

anti-bilio-

nt

cloth-boun-

mr
lTSrASHABLE Jdress skirts of 'white Linen and Indian Head have just come in and

5 they re unusually neat in style. There's a good variety here for your choosing
and at prices that are well worth investigation. '
"

Indian Head Skirt flare gored, with two narrow anl one wide bias fold, and buttons, tl.25. '
Indian Head Skirt, in neat flare gore style trimmed with bias bands, $1.75
tZZZ White Pique Skirt, extremely neat style, trimmed with bias bands and pearl buttons, $2.60.
'
White Pique Skirt, trimmed with wide bias folds and large pearl buttons, $3.00.
White Linen Skirt trimmed with insertion in hand embroidered effect, $4.60.
fee8 White Linen Skirt with gores joined with heavy eyelet embroidery bands, and large pearl
buttons, $5.00.
-

.

'

.

Ml-c-n-

;

Mi-o-n-

Mi-o--

10,-00- 0

EXTRA SPECIAL

Large size Sanitary

All silk, Satin Finish

50c Hair Rolls, 25c

; $L00

On Sale Tuesday and Wednesday Only.
Only one to each Customer.

,

Ml-o-n- a

EXTRA SPECIAL

a yard. On Sale Tuesday and

True Economy in Buying

White Waists
Waists worth regularly to $3.50
$2-25

$1.48

$U9

1

Did you ever sit down and count the
cost of the dress you had just finished for

"Leavy" "dresses in white lawn and
colored material, for children of 1 to 5
years, $1.00 to $6.50..

Waists worth regularly to $1.75

Waists worth regularly, 75c

v

ready-to-wea- r.

Waists worth regularly to $2.50

98c

Dresses
for Children.

your little girl? .'Aside from your, own
hard work it probably 'cost you more than
to buy the same quality,

Waists worth regularly to $3.00
$1.98

Waists worth regularly to $1.50

.

o Ready-toWe- ar

Six grand bargains oh this table and
more than forty different styles, to choose
" '
from.

49c

Wednes-

day only.

A Tableful of Beatiful

'

Fancy Foulard SUks, 75c

,

Good substantial Gingham and Percale
dresses, for girls of 6 to 14 years, 75c to
$4.00.

A New Department

Hair Goods

A new line of popular price Hair Goods has been
,
just added to our stock
Puffs and Switches tomatch all colors of hair. See them.

Rolls

.

las

TRY THIS FOR
, YOUR COUGH

IRRIGATION CONGRESS

New Mexico will probably be well
represented at the seventeenth No.
tlona? Irrigation congress which meets
at Spokane August 9 to 14, because
oi the added attraction of the Seattle
exposition and the low rates that all
roads will make to the northwest this
summer on account of these and oth-e- r
events. y To help secure delegates
from this territory to the congress,
TIT
A.
v , O
"
o.
hub uaoieuJ
UOvernor ijurry
Hopewell, R. E. Twitchell, Dr. R. E.
Mcfiride, G. A Richardson and W. G.
Black. The following call for th
congress has been teeued by Its officers:
To the people of the United States,
Greetings:
The Seventeenth National Irrigation
tongress will be neJd in Spokane,
Washington, V. S. A., August 9th to
.:
14th inclusive, 1909.
'
Objects.
The four great objects of the congress are to "save ,the forests, store
the deserts and
the floods,
make homes on the land."
We aim to demonstrate to the woet.
th wonderful development. possible
through irrigation, drainage, forestry.
"
deep waterways, good raaas ana
to the
to
show
and
home building;
east the economic importance to the
whole country of this development,

The
'Washington, D. C., May 4.
Mix two ounces of glycerine wkh department of commerce and labor
a half ounce of Virgin Oil of Pine ha& decided upon a plan for furnishing
compound pure and a half pint of arriving immigrants with definite and
straight whiskey. Shake well, and reliable information, which it believes
take in doses of a teaspoonful every will meet with the
of
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IRRIGATION

CONGRESS.

.

By
B.

George E. Barstow, president;
A Fowler, secretary.
y
The Board of Control, by R Inslnger,
chairman; Arthur Hooker, Secre-

tary.
More than nine out of every The
Executive Committee, by Lauch- are
j
of
rheumatism,
cases
ten
lin MacLean.
oi me
simply rheumatism
muscles, due to cold or damp, NEW SULTAN CARES
or. chronic rheumatism. In
such case3 no internal treatNOTHING FOR POMP
ment is required. The free
application of
Mehemed
Constantinople. May 4.

Chamberlain's
Liniment

1
boueht a fifty cent bottle of KODOL
BHP4H r.IIBK end the benefit I receln
ht hnttla ALL TUB GOLD
I aepi on
gboroia Could not buy.
1
to
taking It and in two months Inwent back
months
three
and
as
a
my work,
. n andmachinist,
t
heartv. I still use a little oc
casionally as 1 nod K a fine blood purifier
and a rood tonlo
May you live long and prosper.

This is only a sample of
the great good that is
daily done everywhere by

dol

.

lor Dyspepsia.

Tire Vehicles
R.ibber
"""'""''"""""aMeeBeBiBaMe
"'.''.--

'

We have a good variety of Rubber
"'"STife"- Buggies 4Uid;. Surreys which',
we are offering at a bargain, .

--

,

,

BiKousness and Constipation.
For years I was troubled with bil
iousness and
constipation, wnicn
made life miserable for me. My ap
petite failed me. I lost my usual
force and vitality, repsin prepara
tions! and cathartics only maae mat
ters wonse. I do not Know wnere
not.
should have been today naa
tried Chamberlain's stomaon ana
Liver Tablets. The taDiets relieve
the
the ill feeling at once, strengthenstom
digestive functions,, purify the
ujc
ach, liver ana Diooa, neipms
tem to do Its work naturaly.-r-Mr- s.
Rosa Potts, Birmingham, Ala. These
tablets are for sale at all dealers.
He If I'd known how sarcastic you
were I never should have married
noyou. She You had a chance to
tice it. Didn't I say 'This is so sud
den," when you proposed to me after
four years' courtship? Boston tran
script.
Rev. I. W. Williamson's Letter.
Rev. I. W. Williamson, Huntington,
W. Va., writes: "This is to certify

.

LOOK THEM OVER
In Our

run down people. Contains no harm
ful drugs and is pleasant to take. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

HenpeckeEvery man has someat
thing to he thankful for. Wlgwag-i-whhave you to be thankful for?
Henpecke That I'm not a Mormon.
Philadelphia Record.

V.'
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REPOSITORY

Charles Ilfeld Co.
THE PLAZA

Try our Yankee Coal

No soot and ' little ash

2000 pounns
...

,

V

ton.
to the
,.,J,?t,..,

Everything in the building
k complete stock of wall paper.
line-Lo-

'

...

priceg- -

west

PHONE MAIN 56

CO'OB SLUMB EBGO.
GROSS; HELLY
(Incorporated)

1

and CO

WHOLESALE niERGHANTS
mndOoatormln

'

WOOL, HIDES

Mm

--

'

and PELTS

Houaea at
Atbuauorquo, Mm M. Tuoumomrt.
Mi, Pooom, Mm M; Logan, Mm M. Trinidad, Colorado

Eaatlaa Voga,

V.M.,

BAIN WAGONS,
RACIXZ-SATTL-

tho Dost Farnt Wagon tnado
CO., Vohlclos

EY

NAVAJO BLANKETS

Retail Prices:
j,ooo lbs., or more, each delivery, aoc per ioo lbs.
t.ooo lbs., to 3,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs-5lbs., to , 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.

PURA COMPANY

AQUA

"

Harvesters Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
jurity and lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas
famous.' Office: 701 Douglas avenue.

Browne & Hanzanares

Co.

WHOLESALE GROCERS

1

Soads and Saadara

.

that I used Foley's Kidney Remedy
for nervous exhaustion and kidney
trouble and am free to say that it will
do all that you claim for it." Foley's
Kidney Remedy has restored health
and strength to thousands of weak,

f

Wool,

:

Hides and Pelts.

All kinds of Native Products.

.

t

'

'
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

.

,

Headquarters in the Territory for

Pyw Agricultural
fill

LINE

OF

MEXICAN

Implements
A5ICLE

SOAP

com-Dlaint- s

TO NATIONAL
PURE FOOD AND DRUG LAW

Ko

middle western and southern states in
particular and hslp them get desirable settlers. .
'
.
Assistant Secretary McHarg is preparing plans to make a section of the
immigration act effective, which has
hitherto been a; dead letter. This
section provides that states or territories may appoint agents to represent them at the immigration stations of the United States for the
purpose of presenting to immigrants,
either orally or in writing, the special
Inducements offered by the state or!
territory to aliens to settle therein.
Efforts have not been made In the
past to put into force this provision,
and but little interest has been taken
in it. ' Assistant Secretary McHarg
believes," however, that if the federal
government makes it" plain to the different states and territories that the
presence of state agents at large im
migrant stations at New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and other places
will not only be tolerated, but will be
encouraged in every way, agents will
he appointed and desirable Immigrants
can be distributed to their benefit,
and that of the communities to which.
they are attracted.
There is a class of immigrants- who
arrive with sufficient! capital to either
make the initial payment or buy a
small farm outright. These immi
grants are naturally suspicious of offers made to them.. However, when
they find that offers for the sale of
desirable land at a small figure are
made by a government official, it is
beleved that this' will Inspire confidence.
In the same way the department
hopes to distribute aliens who come
with, nothing but their ability to la
bor as an asset Agents will know
just what kind of labor' Is needed in
their respective states, and will be in
a position to offer Inducements for
desirable immigrants to settle there.
Several southern states maintain
immigration bureaus, but in the past
have had reason to complain of the
accorded to them
lack of
at, some Immigrant stations.
It is the purpose of the department
to hereafter furnJah quarters ror offices and other facilities at immlgraat
stations for state agents, and to. instruct the heads and other employes
In evof these stations to
ery way with these agents.

A Smile
is a pretty hard thing to accomplish
when you're blue, bilious and out of
sorts. There is a sure cure for all
kinds of stomach and, liver
constipation and dyspepsia,
Ballard's Herblne is mild, yet abso
lutely effective In all cases. Price
50 cents per bottle. Sold by Center
Block Depot Drug Co.

CONFORMS

the new sultan of Turkey, clad In
a khaki uniform and accompanied by
a suite of a half dozen officials of his
'
household, drove through Constanti
of
St Soph- the
from
mosque
is all that is needed and it is car-ta- in nople,
new
the
where
sovereign
la
Give
it yesterday,
to give quick relief.
trial and see for yourself how had prayed for nearly an hour. In
Sold by Scbaefer's Pharmacy
of this move was
quickly it relieves the pain and The simplicity
oreness. Price tjci Urge size, 59c. strong contrast to the pomp with Winter's Drug Store.
V.,

BIG REDUCTION

TO PORTS

AGENTS

delegate forwarded to the chairman
or secretary of the board of control
at Spokane.
four hours. This mixture possesses
.
Foreign Representatives.
the "healing, healthful properties of
All foreign governments have been the Pines and will break a cold in 24
invited to eend representatives to the hours and cure any cough hat is
'':
congress.
curable. . In having this formula put
L:.
Addresses.
up, be sure that your druggist uses
The program will consist of ad the genuine Virgin Oil 6f Pine, com
,
drestes by:
pound pure, prepared and guaranteed
Government officials of the recto only by the Leach Chemical Co., Clu
'
matlon, forestry and agricultural de cinnati. O.
'
partments.
Statesmen and scientists.
which Abdul Hamid was wont to go
Railroad and financial magnates
and say his prayers, and is taken as
Promoters of Carey act reclamation an evidence of the democratic tendencies of the new ruler. His majesty
projects.
Officials of private irrigation enter- entered St. Sophia through the sultan
door. This entrance has not been opprises.
Discussion.
ened in twenty-siyears, the last oc
At the Seventeenth congress, speak- casion being when Abdul Hamid took
ers will be allotted not to exceed Rudulph, the crown prince of Austria,
twenty minutes on any one subject to the mosque. The moment the sul
Addresses, will be followed by general tan stepped out of his carraige on to
discussion on the part of delegates the red carpet leading into the build
limited tp, jflve minute talks.
ing, a priest in a black robe cut the
It Is planned to make this a prao throats of two rams, and the sacrifitical, live congress for the. consldera cial blood flowed almost to the feet
tlon and discussion of the questions of the sultan. . .
in which the delegates are interested.
the
Mehemed V. prayed within
that its action may be of great value mosque for nearly an hour, while the
in the promotion of the objects for
and a large number of
which th congress is working.
priests chanted the services,
'
Greets Men Who Aided Him.
Governors' Day.
Members. .'
.'
An
and
state
each
of
The
affecting scene took place as
governoi
The personnel of the Nat!;:i:ii t newas leaving the palace. Two
Mehemed
with
in
the
Union,
together
territory
Constantaros. Greeks,
named
gation congress will be. as foUows:
brothers
his staff, has been invited to be pre
tThe permanent ofllo- - of the con- ent on governor's day, for which one prostrated themselves- and tried to
rec
gress.
day of the congress will be set apart. kiss the sultan's feet. Mehemed
The president of fhe Unite! States
his
former
as
them
jewelers,
ognized
Irrigation Projects.
'
The vice president of the United
as
Tho selection of Spokane was pe whom Abdul Hamid denounced
States.
as
and
being overfriendly to
culiarly fortunate for this congress, spies
The members of the cabinet.
was
Mehemed Reshed
when
him
he
as it does an opportunity
The members of ha United Stale providing
reasons , Abdul
these
For
Effendl.
Irri
of
methods
of
all
senate and house of ieprutatives. for the study
Hamid sentenced the brothers to sevand gation projects.
Governors of states,' terr'od-3Within a few minutes car ride of en years' Imprisonment In the fortess
Insular possessions cf the ; United
were
the city itself are to be found gravity of Castamba and only recently
States.
Mehemed'sface
lit
up
released.
canal systems, pipe distribution of they
Members ; of state, ..tjV ! jVial Mid
raised
as
the
he
with
(men
pleasure
electrical
water
pumpand the latest
Insular irrigation and fore y.rv comto their feet and embraced them, saying plants.
missions.
ing, "You are my brothers."
and
In Idaho, Montana, Oregon
Delegates.
The Rev. W. W. Peet, representa
areas
the
large irrigated
Fifteen delegates appointed by the Washington
here of the American board of
tive
produce both products of southern
governor of each state or territory.
for foreign missions,
commissioners
of
the
and the perfection
Ten delegates appointed by the climates,
who
!&) managing the work of relievfirst
at
the
demonstrated
as
red
apple,
mayor of each city of the United annual national
the massacres
apple show held In ing the sufferers from
thouStates of more than twenty-fiv- e
from Calicia, has
Asiatic
in
Turkey
1908.
In
December
Spokane
sand population.
tons of flour and 150,- Farm. shipped twelve
to Adana.
rice
Five delegates appointed by tne Experimental Demonstration
of
000 pounds
The department of agriculture has
Il.uuu irom
received
has
Mr.
Peet
mayor of each city in the United
thou taken charge of a plot or zo acres the American Red Cross, $1,100 from
States of less than twenty-fiv- e
nn tun ontSKina 01 ouusnuo, wucio
sand population., ,,.,.,,,. ..,........-- ..
the American board of missions, and
will be demonstrated the most apeach
i'f
Five delegates appointed by"
$2,700 from the .Society of Friends
or proved methods of applying water.
he needsr from
board of county commissioners
and
says
Armenia,
Thi3 will be In charge of irrigation
to $20,000 more for his imme
county supervisors in the United
who will gladly supply all in- $15,000
experts
States.
to visitors, and no expense diate requirements.
Five delegates appointed by each formation
in making it a very
will
be
spared
Do It Now.
national, interstate or state organizato the meeting of
valuable
adjunct
sought
Now is the time to get rid of yourtion Interested in the, objects
n
Vrm ran do SO DV ani
the irrigation congress.
fcv the National Irrigation congress.
Liniment. Nine
Chamberlain's
., Railway Rates.
each
plying
Five delegates appointed by
en ar
OI
uui"
cases
out
made
be
will
rates
railway
Special
n nervation. Irrigation, drain
.f.m
cold or damp, or enromo nicum.- -,
horticul-tua-l for delegates to the congress over all
or
and yield to the vigorous application
age, forestry, agricultural
lines, with stopover of this
:
liniment. Try . ii
association.
or
society
be delighted with the quick
to
asso- privileges at all western'potnts.
certain
state
each,
Five delegates by
Sold by all
Delegates should notice particularly relief which, it affords.
ciation of professional, commercial,
,
dealers.
an
of
themselves
that they can avail
fraternal, patriotic, religious or lanor
opportunity to visit the
"I see that the old fellow who was
I
exposition, the Yellowaccredited
by
T turn delegates duly
complaining that life was not
always
and many other
v.' i,Tr,hfii i.f commerce, board of Btot- i- national park,
worth living is a cripple. How did that
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trade,
tra expense, by purchasing tickets to but of the way of a freight train."
merriftl club.
the Pacific coast, stopping off at Spo
Houston Post.
Two delegates duly accredited by
kane for the irrigation congress and
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or forestry subsequently visiting Irrigation
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in
; club, association or, society
already made In different localities to
United States.
receive them.
Two delegates duly accredited by properly
Information.
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relative to the SevenInformation
accredited
by
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each teenth National Irrigation congress,
each agricultural college, and by
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the Irrigation headquaters, sponane,
ttodbif. Os. August IT. ltOt,
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be
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physicians
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acengineers in the United States.
located for the benefit and
Drtpapiia, torn Contumption cf the Lunrt,
,
One
Make Appointments Early- Bowels.
of
the
visisaid
others
and
consumption
commodation, of delegates
snould be
physician said I would not lire until Sprinr,
3 - Appointment of delegates
endeavor will be made
and for four ions yean existed en a little
tors
and
every
boiled milk, soda biscuits, doctors' proscripmade as early as possible, and notice to give them the best attention and ac
tions and Dyspepsia remedies that flooded
n
full
name,
with
the market. I could not direst anything .
'' ,
of appointment
commodation,
..;
I ate. and to the Spring 1908 I picked up
and postoffice address of each
1909.
no of your Almanacs as a poor emaciated
Spokane, Wash., April 5,
DySDCDSla wreck will grasp at anything, and
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that Alroanao happened to be my we
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STATES MAY SEND

MANY NEW MEXICANS PLAN TO
ATTEND

Tuesday, may

Vegas daily optic,

The dentist told me I had
a large cavity that needed filling.
Cholly

Ethel Did he Tecommend any special
course
ef study? London Public
Opinion.

If you desire a clear complexion
take Foley's Orlno Laxative for con
stipation and liver trouble as It wiU
stimulate these organs and thorough
ly cleanse your system, which Is what
needs In the spring In orand eyeryone
der to feel well. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.

Meet your Friends at.

Opera Bar
D. L. CHAMBERS, Prop.

Old Taylor Bourbon A Shorwood fly

Sorvod Dlreot from Barrel
Billiard Hall in connection.

520 Douglas Ave,

R Las Vegas, N, ML

rouR
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0he

try to send, to the United States a
largo quantity Of - Danube 'sturgeon
ESTABLISHED 1879.
fry; also several large cans of the
fry of sterlet, another very valuable
Danube? flsh,i and considered the most
The Optic Publishing Company delicious; of &ll European fish, 'these
"
'''''" Danube Blah1 are valuable because
iHOOkpOEATIDl
they are not a season fish like the
M. M. PADGETT
EDITOR shad,, but run in ihe waters ,ot their
habitat' throughout the year.

S&Ujj (Bptlc
'

TUESDAY,

MAY 4, 1909

tbe department of commerce and labor. ; Announcement is made that the
committee has agreed to enlarge the
scope of the commission amendment to be1, proposed to the biljf tid
that experts chosen from outelifethfe

glass broken. In , the sheriff's office, j
no repairs are needed, but the walls
of the pffjee should be calsomined. )
; In the clerk's office, we ound one
brokenlfuss and the window sash to
b,e quite jloose.
There, are also two
departments' wiljl be added in order window" lights broken in the county
to., bring the board in closer touch commissioners' room; threes window
wijth conditions of thevworld of Indus lights broken In the petit. Jury room
and three! window lights broken. J in
trf and? commerce. If
established,
i
the
to
be
value the court ircim. These renairs should
tariff
be made In our opinion. ;) j
commission
a
of
such
, BEET SUGAR
PRODUCTION.
In our opinion it'jvould be well .to
:'
"
assIstitt84JWtti;treahleii l th appli-datio- n
:is
calsomine
obvious.
the walls Of the various ofhedule
of the
The report sent out by J&eeretary,
halls of.. th& court house,
and
fices
would
commission
its
devote
a
Such
Wilson of the department ft agrlcut-tuxIn places on the
to the senate la' response to a time to the study of rates and costs and the plastering
and1 ought to; be walls where thfi. same has fallen off
out
in
and
year
request from that ITxdy .hoW8 that year
the beet sugar industry has become able to speak authoritatively to pro- should be repaired.
comThe chimneys In the court house do
within a few years one of great im- tect the public, as well as the
not
draw well, but we do not know
"In.
mittees
imposicongress,
against
portance to the country as a whole;
this defect can be remedied
whether
and it. may be added that this im- tions.
much expense to" the
too
without
portance is emphasized when the rewe simply call attention
and
county,'
loto
lation of the Industry
particular
GRAND JURY OF MORA
same.
to
the
calities is considered.
We find that, the various offices
In 1896 the production of beet suFINDS LITTLE CRIME
the county are being well conduct
of
gar in the United States amounted to
and all books and records therein
ed,
only 42,000 tons, but in 1908 it reachan excellent manner.
ed a total of 425,000 tons.- - Thus la To the Hon. William J. Mills, chief kept in
to make special mention
desire
We
court
of
the
the
of
justice
supreme
12 years it was multiplied ten times;
condition of the of
excellent
the
New
of
of
Mexico,
and.
Judge
territory
to
believe
reason
and there is no good
school superinten
of
the
of
the
fice
county
Fourth
judicial district conrt,
that if nq adverse legislation inter
that this
arid
are
we
in
Mora
at
Impressed
and
for
dent,
county
sitting
feres, the- growth will continue from
to
best
his
Improve
is
the April term, 1909.
official
doing
,
year to. year.
and
the'
of
: The
'school
county,
Slf
at
system
the
Jury
grand
empaneled
In view 'of the great importance of
so that the
teachers,
the
of
work'
the
of
term,
1909,
the
present
April,
conditions
where
localities
Industry to
Of our county may take
for its development are favorable, district court for Mora county,, begs public schools
to
best In the territory.
with
the
submit
leave
the
rank
following
report:
and when .the possibilities of future
concluded
bur labors, with
We
been
have
session
six
in
Having
days,
growth are considered, it becomes eviand other offi
honor
to
we
and
examintime
have
that
thanks
your
during
dent that congress should do nothing
ed Jnto 25 cases, and returned 18 In- cials of the court for courtesies shown
to impede its progress.
dictments and seven no' true bills. ': we respectfully ask to be discharged
r
submitted,
j ' We
to return inRepectfully
'
So far as the fate of Turkey is dlctments
v
BONIFACIO
GANDERT,
In
cases
in
where
Our
only
concerned, there is offered to outside opinion the evidence warranted the
Foreman.
to
nations an excellent opportunity
Clerk.
RODARTE,
same.
EtlSIO
step in and wind up her affairs. Any
We find that there is very little
great power, on the Just plea of act- crime of a serious nature committed
ing In defense of her subjects, could within the limits of Mora county dur CONVOCATION OF THE
bring the Turkish situation in a ing the past year there having been
MISSIONARY DISTRICT
month. There is but one thing to no term of the district court In Mora
and
the
it
Jealousy county for that period of time, and
suspicion
prevent
Christian nations.
of the
we congratulate the citizens of our
The opening service will be held on
condition
excellent
this
WpflnfiBdav.
May 5. at 10:30 a. m. at
county upon
Memorial church. Holy
The senate draft of the tariff bill within our county.
St. Paul's
We have personally examined the communion and sermon by Rev. W. E.
provides for a tariff "board, and It is
to be hoped that it will be such a . county property, viz: the county court Warren of Silver City.
body as will commend the respect and house and jail and we find that these There will be an auxiliary service at
confidence of the country. The sen- buildings are in need of some repairs 7:30 p. m. with evening prayer and
sermon by Rev. Henry Easter, rector
ate finance committee, according to which we will now mention.
originally ; In the jail there are five window of St. Clement's church of El Paso,
dispatches,
Washington
were of the opinion that the board lights broken, and the window sashes Texas.
should. be composed .of four depart are loose and should be tightened, and - Everybody is cordially invited to
ment chiefs the heads of the bureau we think that the walls should be cal- these services.
'
.
There will be sessions on Wednes
of foreign relations of the state de- somined.
.
court
In
the
partment, the customs bureau of. the
day and Thursday from 10 a. m. to 5
The, repairs needed
treasury department, and the bureau house are as follows: .In the probate o'clock p. m., with recess from i2 m.
of manufacturers and of statistics of clerk's office there Is one., window to 2 p. m.

Eye Glass Satisfaction

,

Do your eyeglasses,' bother you KSLOjf let 'us fit you with a Vicl
mounting. For perfect . satisfaction, the easiest to put bn ana'har'd'est
' '0'"'
to get-of";
eyeglassade.
f,

t

Nf smoked
We parry at all times a large and, varied t assortment
glasses; goggles of every description; mineral glasses of all kinds.

$

if.

Optical prescriptions accurately filled and broken lenses replaced Bame
.day 'ai received. N
vmo

n

Entered at tne Postofflce at East
La Vegas, N. M., as second-clas- s
tatter.
RATE8 OF SUBSCRIPTION.
'

DaHy

'

$7.Q0
.66
.20

Weekly
Due' Year
Rx Months

'

;

e

TAOPEBT
?

JU-

,

Per Year by Carrier
Per Month by Carrier..
Per Week by Carrier..........

$2.00

..........

LOO

Believing there are many citizens in
!Ls Vegas who have in mind valuable information and ideas relative to
the' present and future welfare of this
community, The Optic has concluded
for three weeks to open its columns
to the public on such communications
as our citizens may care to give relating to the general welfare.
It Invites articles on that subject
and especially suggesting as to the
best means of building up the town,
city and county.' What can best be
done Dor 4 general forward ' movement? liet us hear from all who are
interested in a broader and more active and greater Las Vegas.
o
According to Commissioner Bowers
of the United States fish commission,
there Is a strong probability that the
famous Danube sturgeon will be successfully Introduced in the waters of
the United States. The rivers and
bays of the middle Atlantic states,
until comparatively recently, contained great quantities of sturgeon, but
they have been practically exterminated because of the ruthless manner pf fishing for them, and of inadequate laws for their protection. This
experiment is made possible by the
of Horace G. JCnowles,
until recently the American minister
to Roumanla, Servla and Bulgaria,
now accredited to Nicaragua. Before
leaving Roumanla Mr. Knowlea arranged with the officials of that coun

,....'

"."si

A. H. Eeingrueber Brewing Co.
of Las Vegas.
Boost
We are now making the finest beer in the Southwest;
home industry and telephone your orders te ns for either keg or
bottle beer.,.
;.
PHONES MAIN 67, 61 and 32.
t
u

1

'

,

V"

r.

ts

i

f

THE

9'00"
i

St. Louis Meal Market,
St. Louis,. May 4.Lead 4.25;
$4.90.

,'

'.V

Women's Rain Coats

STORE

New York Stock Market
New ..York, May 4. Amalgamated
78
Atchison 108, pfd 104; New
St. Louis Wool.
Wool market York Central 131; Southern Pacific
St. Louis, May 4.
firm. Territory western mediums 19 120
Union Pacific 189; Steel 55
fine 12
25; fine mediums
pfd 118
7--

1821;

17.

lapels,
coats, trimmed in buttons, new style
a
some with side pleats some straight backs, others
"
semi fitting, silk or covert;' The silk coats are either

7--

Chicago Markets.
May 4. Cattle 2,000 head;
market strong. Beeves $5.00 7.15;
5.75; western
Texas steers $4.60
steers $4.70 5.75; stockers and feed
ers $3.60
5.60; cows and heifers
$3.406.25; calve? $5.507.50.
Sheep 12,000 head; market strong.
Native $3.80 6.30; western $3.80

Sheep 8,000 head; market strong.
Muttons $5.25
7.65; lambs $7.00
8.75; wethers and yearlings $5.00
7.75; ewes $3.758.50..

'

Leave it to Starr. What? Why your
fun for tomorrow evening.

Men's Department

N.M.

Another Great

V3

1

f
Excellent $1.50, $1.25 values, Fergusson

or "Emery" makes.

'

medium and dark patterns; plaited bosoms or

some coat front,
Special for

We are all through with our alterations in our shoe department i
We are now prepared ta show the finest line of shoes, Oxfords or
Pumps in the city, .for Men, Women, Misses and Babies the new
shoe cabinets we have installed give us room for five thousand pairs ,
of shoes we have these cabinets filled up to their capacity we aim
to sell nothingjjut the Best Shoes money can buy, we have gathered
together such well known makes as'Krippendorf Dittman & Co.. of
Cincinatti, E. P.Reed& Co., of Rochester, for our women's footweartj .

Negligee Shirts

For ATec'

Ferrs, Camden, New Jersey the finest and

ever made, we carry a very
large line embrasing Patent, Colts, Kids' and Calfskins, Tan K;d,
Russia Calf, Oxbloods. Gun Metal's, button or lace, blucher or
straight thin our medium sole Oxfords or high shoes.
$1.50, 1,75, 2.00, 250, '3,00

Misses Rain Coats

jjggt Misses' shoes

Emery" people, sure to be right, silk sewed throughout, silk made burton holes, pearl buttons, new
style collars Our price has been $2.50 they sell
x

About 50 different styles high or low shoes, Pumps, Ties, Patents,
Via", Tan. Red, fancy tops, canvass or duck, White, Blue, Pink.

4

.FOR MEN

coats-nice-

ust

.

We handle ihe FLORSHE1M SHOE one of the best shoes made they
sell East for $4.00, 4.50 and 5.00. We sell them at the same price.
We carry a good stock both in high as well as low shoes in Tan, .
'
Patent Colt or Calfskins.

.2,90

1

for that in cities
Special for a few

t

days.. .. . . .. 1,00

JUST RECEIVED
Emery Shirts

J

Plaited Shirts Tan, Helio, Ciel,

Coat, cuffs on...
popular this summer
Plaited Coat,; cuffs on..:...'....
Striped

'
i ,Grey 80

-

i.

'

-

or Mea

A yery elegaht line in all the new colors
for Sumer.
".
,
.

We ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEE eveVy pair of shoes we sell
(except patents.) We want you to feel satisfied that you get what
you pay for, and more.
,
.

'

Soli 'Collar

these coftM in fancy striped soisette french cloth
looks like silkf wears better,' "stripe of same,
white and cream body, they are made by the

BAB Y SHOES

v

LOO

An eleganl Assortment of Men's Summer

$3W,$3.50t$ijOOt$5jOO

......

ly
We place on sale, a lot of Misses'
finished, of goodj quality and good appearing'
they are mercerized fabrics, surface lined in gosamer
the thingjforjschool children they come in
Brown striped. Grey striped, plain Brown, Blue,

colors-li- ght,

;

.

The prices have been cut as follows:
513.15
Thel$l7.50 Coats-..- .
10.95
The 15.00 Coats
.'
........
&95
The 12.50 Coats.
7.05
The 10.00 Coats
If you need a Rain Coat you would save a few
dollars by buying now.

Specially Priced

McKin-ne- y

Every shirt guaranteed

perfect; a splendid assortment of all new

Department

fancy striped or plain, the plain come in Red, Blue,
'
Brown, Grey. All sizes.

-

.

5.50.-

Chcago,

plain, cuffs attached or detached

"

Special-

1--

Kansas City Stock Market
Kansas City, May 4. Cattle 10.TJ00
head Including 500 southerns; market
steady to strong. Native steers $5.25
5.35;
(36.90; southern steers $4.80
southern cows $3.25
5.50; native
cows and heifers $3.006.25; stockers
and feeders $3.75g5.75; bulls $3.40
6.50; western
5.50; calves $3.75
steers $5.256.60; western cows $3.75

5--

In Pur Shoe

splendidly made coats in several grades and shades
.
they are made in the latest styles in vogne "Auto"

value $4.00

7--

Chicago Provisions Market.
Chicago, May 4. Wheat, May 1.28,
July 66
July 1.16; corn, May 71
oats, May 565-8- , July 49
pork, May ,17.77, July 18.00;
lard, May 10.30, Jnly"'10.42; ribs,
u
May 9.82, July 9.87.

m

At Special Prices

.

3--

3--

OF QUALITY

May is here, and with May usually come showers.
Our Sale of Rain Coats then is timely. We place
on sale the entire lot, embracing" an assortment of

"

34;

SHIRT SALE
i

Tan.

'f

New York Money Market.
New Tork, May 4.
Call money 1
Mexiprime paper
can dollars 44.
.

1-- 4;

New York Metal Market.
New York, May 4. Lead $4.20
silver 53
25; copper 12

these are short or medium length coats
semi or tirht fitting: new sleeves.

:

epel-te- r

'

J

E.LASVEGAS

$3,75

at.

7.25; lambs.
yearlings $6J25
8.75; western, lambs $6.25

IN OUR

Tin Covert

the price is $5.00

6.35;
$6.00

HARKETJEPOHTS."

-

SPRING JACKETS
we offer them

OPTICIAN

La.s Vegans, New Mexico
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EXTRA SPECIAL
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-
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-
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Qualification
means

004" facilities,

our
our

equipment,
experience, and

a complete
r

;,V'

stock
of all drugs and
chemicals

espe-ciall- y

invite

your prescription
trade here.

aniViiffi!

Toll

Inquiry' Court.'
Cal.,
May 8. The session
Vallejo,
of the board of Inquiry that fa. sitting
on the conduct of Lieutenant & W.
Osburn of the Monitor Cheyenne will
probably end by the latter part of
the week. Thus far Lieutenant Os
burn and Naval Constructor Evans
have been the only witnessed, .ekajm- ined. Oh Wednesday. Aeslataiti Naval constructor S. M. Henry will tes
tify. Mrs Evans, howeVeft- refuses to
appear, as a witness for 5 the. defense
and It Is understood that she will not
be called to testify by her husband
Naval

for

selectingdrugsof
the best quality;

shaking hands with friends And can
ing on his customers.
Pink- Levy of Chicaeo. Is makine
nis regular visit to Las 'Vegas today

......

rive

-

forjcompbuncimg!
coriies from long
experience, careful training and

the
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asveps

J. M.CUNNINGHAM, 'President.
SPRING6R, Vice President

D. T. H08KIN8, Cashler.'j v
F. B. JANUARY, Asst. Cashier.

'

rtisCi.

fMcc.-FRAN-

Interest Paid oK'Tlme Deposits
O

'
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Urge Harlan for Church Office.
DRUG CO.
Seattle, Wash., May 4. Rev. A. J.
of .Bethany
Major
Presbyterian
Telephone Main 3
elected commission
church,
recently,
:
BRIDGE STREET
er of the Presbyterian general as Vudor Hammocks and Porch
Furniture
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER sembly at Denver, has been instructed
of every description
'
' '
formally by the Brotherhood of Beth
and
K
.
PERSONALS.
any church to vote for and work In
the interest of Justice John M. Har
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Wilson, of El lan of Kentucky, of the supreme court
line of Porch Eockers Chairs and
Paso, are registered at the 'Eldorado of the United States, for moderator of
Settees are now on display at
'
hotel.
:ythe general assembly.
W.'W. Moore and Miss McKlnley of
Japanese Poachers daught.
Tucumcari, are guests at the Castan- eda hotel.
A dispatch from
Seattle, May 4.
Ralph Gohlke has ,' returned from Sitka announces the capture of
"Happy Home Builders"
Ardmore.Okla., where hie took baths Japanese sealing vessel, the Klssa
Opposite Y. M; C. A.
Maru, with thirty men, for violation
for rheumatism.
...
of
the
Twd
sealing laws, yesterday,
Charles Glasgow of Colfax, Colfax
Bakers Face Boycott.
county, Is In the city today looking gasolene launches under command of
United
Sal
States Marshal Shoup went
Antonio, Texas, May 4. Groc
after business matters.
out on advice from the Indiana. The ers here today combined and refused
Prof. RVRV Larktn has returned
tried to escape, hut were to buy from bakers, because the lab
from a three weeks' trip to the north- Japanese
ter were selling only six loaves for
overhauled.
eastern part of the territory.
twenty-fiv- e
cents instead of seven, as
C. D. Forsbeck, who left here some
formerly. The bakers have thousands
Straus for Ambassador.
time ago for San Marclal, Is visiting
of loaves on hand.
Washington, D. C, May 4. Oscar
with friends in Albuquerque for a few
Straus, former secretary of commerce
,
days.
and labor, has been selected for am- Decline to Abolish Whipping post.
Adjutant General R. A. Ford of bassador for Turkey and W. W. Rock-hi- ll
Jefferson City, Mo., May 4. The
Santa Fe, was able to be up yesterday
for ambassador to Russia. Mr. whipping post is. considered a neces
for the first time since a siege of ill- Rockhlll
was formerly assistant sec sary part of the discipline of the Mis
ness.
retary of state and latterly minister to souri penitentiary by the senate as a
Mr. and Mrs: S. L Fisller left this China.
.
measure abolishing such punishment
afternoon for their home at Mineral
was defeated yesterday.
Hill after two days' visit here on busMetcalf to Manage, Bank.
iness.
To Rehear Land Fraud Cases.
Oakland, Cal., May 4. Victor H.
E. W. Thlas departed horseback for
Metcalf, late secretary of the navy,
A Jury
Muskogee, Okla., May 4.
his home at Deer Springs, this morntoday assumed the active management was drawn in the federal court here
ing after spending a day In the city. of the Union
Savings bank. The di- to rehear the evidence in the town
Mr. Thlas now has an excellent ranch.
rectors of the bank held a meeting lot conspiracy cases Involving GoverArthur Judell Is in the city today last Saturday and elected him vice nor Haskell
and six other prominent
from his headquarters at Kansas City
president and manager.
citizens.

'

INTERS

? 1

...

The Old Hickory

;

'

You don't have to count
at all if your savings are deposited here.

INTEREST KEEPS PILING UP

'

;

COUNTING FIGURES

isa tedions way of adding.

PORGH SHADES

on every dollar yon put in this bank.
You caa rest easy and sleep sweetly if
your money
is intrusted to this savings bank. Open an account.

LAS

San

OO0OOO
BASEBALL

At
At
At
natl
At
New

..

9, Chicago 2.
Boston 9, Brooklyn 7.
St. Louis 6. Cincin- -

At Wichita

Sioux City

.

At The

SOUTHWEST CORNER PLAZA

Philadelphia
PhlladelDhia B.
York 1.
American League.
At Chicago Chicago 4, Detroit 0.
At New York New York 9. Phila
delphia 6.
At Boston Boston 7, Washington 1.
Western League.
At Pueblo Pueblo 6, Omaha 3.
At Denver Denver 8, Des Moines
At Topeka

national Etanlr

Las Vegas Lumber Co,

Pittsburg

3.

4.

WilH

C.llrruQl

SCORES.

National League.
Chicago
urooKiyn
St. Louis

VEQAS. SAVffiQS BAS2H
OFFICE

WHILE IT LASTS

Jellite Sanitary Wall Finish in
all tints at 40c a package.

Phone MeJn 150.

10. ToDeka

ADVERTISED LETTER LIST.

V

above will please ask for "advertised"
'

Letters remaining uncalled for for letters.

Wichita

10, Lincoln 2. week andlng April 30:

American Association.
Adkisson, Mrs. Hattle (2); Brlden-dolpAt Louisville Loulsville-Indlanano- G.; Edwards, Charlie; Green,
li8, game postponed; wet grounds.
Mrs. Ettle; Herrera, Miss Lugardlta;
At Milwaukee Milwaukee 3, St Howard, Wm; Martlnes, Jose Fruto-so- ;
Paul 6;
H. B.;
Smith,
Randall, Wm;
At Minneapolis
Minneapolis 6, Wicks, Mr.
Kansas' City 7.
Postcards held for postage and
Virginia, Mac Irvine, WinStarr will show you hypnotism chester, Ky.; Miss Ida White, Grand
what Is at the Duncan tomorrow ev-- Canon, Ariz.
...
Persons calling for any of - the
cning,'4
i

F. O.

,

BLOOD.

P.

M.

h,

.

'

RESORT.

ROCIADA

In the Rociada valley, near th
mountains. Everything nice. Write or
phone L. G. Quiggs, Rociada, N. M.
See the young man awaken from
the hynotlc sleep on the stage at the
Duncan opera house tomorrow evening.;

:.

t

There is Only One Thing High
at

!
:

and that is our Kite Banners.
In the Store
the prices are lower than ever. Fresh

QMN3 I

are arriving daily.

" TOMORFLOW-I-

S

;

?

IDBmijdB

.

;

v'-- .,

7;
Odds and Ends direct from the Mills a.t

rediculously

LOW

.

PRICES

Come Early to Get the Choicest Pieces.
v4

1

...

$00:13.

OtG-51-

TFgbm
'

.

f

.".li i.'

'

....

ill

ft.Xil3

I
1

EMBROIDERY t)AY

:

i

VvO'.

:.

I

J

y

Ar,vic.

owl

x V

,

3

DOUGLAS AVEJIUE

i

nnn
r
A,
l

0se system in your poultry manage

...

ii

ment if you want to know where yon,
S
show
ofv, and want to
ntf
Vi

profit

7

riff

n
'rhl

As an

-

fire-pro-

safe.

a,

"
Brutality towards the, cows
down the milk' yield and robs a farmer of his profit. Be sure your help is WANTED
Girl for general House
not abusing the faithful animals., ,
be thoroughly compe- must
work;
we
tar, an mnk and housekeeper,
A good ventilating system In the
such
work
do
to
man
heavy
keen
cow stable would prevent dampness
as carrying In coal, polishing floors,
and keep the hay from spoiling In the
loft
washing windows on outside, etc.
No washing. Good wages to right
The scientific farmer baa found that
party. Phone this office.
the hog gives better returns when
manner.
housed and; fed In cleanly
$90 A MONTH, 270 expense allowed
Filth never did man or beast any
at start, ro put out merchandise
r ' " '"''
good.
and grocery catalogues. Mall Ormarket
der House. American Home Supply
In fattening chickens for
where
room
they
dark
a
in
rather
Co., Desk 43, Chicago, HL
keep
cannot see other chickens at large,
exercise and. where dogs or cats cannot dis WANTED You to buy lumber at $8.
turb.
$10 and $12, S. L. Barker, Beulah,

US

laxative tonic and

all-rou-

UUllUVt

UCtUUl

A cheap
WANTED
cuts
uy.
Address tsox

Record8- -

8ma8he
I

W

mi

V W4Vi

noro Hth Hr. Klmr'n Naw TJffl Pills.
e
stomachi Hv.
and regu-atThey
er and kidneys, purify the blood,
strengthen the nerves; cure Constipation, Dyspepsia, Biliousness, Jaundice, Headache, Chills and Malaria.
xl
Im
lueiu' 25c at all druggists.

BOSS PATENT FLOUR

:"

-

n

And Yox Will Always Have

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken np by
J. H Montoya, Las Vegas, N. M.
t:
One buckskin horse, 12 yrs

THE

To-wi-

BOSS BREAD

'

old.

M
"

Branded
On left shoulder
Branded
On

left hip

V

Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers

Said animal beinar unknown to thla
Give the breeding
I
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
every day.
before May 17, '09, eaid date being 10
N. M.
Fairlv rood work may be done with
days after last appearance of this adPrune the vineyard at once it you
easier and
much
how
noor
but
tools,
vertisement said estray will be sold
so.
done
have not already
FEMALE HELP.
better work could be done with good
by this Board for the benefit of the
.'
none too good for
owner when found. Muslin fronts for the chicken houses tools. The best are
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
WANTED Lady to represent us at
the farm.
are winners. Try. one. "
Las Vegas, N. M.
home; good position, good pay and
1st
27, last pub. May 7, 1909
Teacher
Ones.
pub.
or
Apr
Live
90
Dead
In
tailor-mad- e
days,
Sheep
suit
tne
free,.
Alfalfa or clover hay is good lor
manv lees has a sheep," John- reliable
brood sow. Give her all she will eat "Vfnv
Experience unnecessary;
Estray Advertisement.
v?" Tnhnnv "Dead or alive?" Teach- '
E. McBrady Co.,
J.
Address
firm.
up clean.
John
Notice is hereby given to whom It
er "Is it not the same thing?"
Chicago. . 'JJ'.'"- ....
may concern that the following de
-"Oh. no; there is a big difference.
...
.. ;..- Sheep will feed together better and ny
scribed
dead
a
estray animal was taken np by
four
has
legs,
'
fatten more evenly if they are uni- A',
ANY LADY can easily 'make from (Lawrence Welch, Bloomfield, N. M.
stdewalk, ptaste ring, brick and stone Work, sebbfaf
sheep but two. The others are shoul
form in character.
One red heifer, 2 yrs old. All kind, of cement
$18.00 to $25.00 per week working
ders."
promptly attended to, Only best material used. All work guaranteed.
Branded
for me quietly In her own home "loDuring the winter months he sure
i ...
.. V .
!
their
eat
sows
ribs
On
reason
pigs
left
The
offer
callty. This Is a bona fide
that your poultry have" all the grits
that
fact
the
to
cases
due
in most
"
PHONE OLIVE MSfr
...
,
one which will pay you to invest!they need.
OFFICE AND YARD, 1020 NATIONAL AVE.
they have been kept too much on one
can
If
even
spare
only
you
gate,
came. Give
Guess-wormethods are the' great- ration before the litter
two hours per day. No Investment
of food, especially during the
Said animal being unknown to this
6bl 'VU1BU to the farm,, and explain a variety
.and
of
the
two
months
period,
required. Turn your spare' time Board, unless claimed by owner on or
.more failures than any one thing. V'"1 last
for
to
have
once
any
vou will not be likely
Into money. Write me at
before May 17, '09, said date being 10
with the mothers eating their
Address Harriett M. days after last appearance of this ad
narticulars.
i Better
prices do not make .better trouble
said estray will be sold
Richards, Box '30, Woman's Build vertisement,
butter, but better butter will always offspring.
by this Board for the benefit of the
tend to boost prices. Try it
ing, Jollet IU.,
owner when found.
Let ouiet prevail in the stable at
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
to
cow
the
Don't
get
odd
time.
the
milking
Spring Is upon us. Get all
MEDICAL.
a
or
LasVegiS. N. M.
kick
a
her
THE LAS VEGAS BARGAIN HOUSE
Jobs out of the way before the regular stand over by giving
1st
27,
last
pub;
pub. May 7, 1909
Apr
hand
Place
fist.
your
with
lab
your
rush
begins.
JOBBERS OF ;
spring
on her flanks and tell her to get over ELECTRIC INSOLES for cold, tired,
Estray Advertisement
Tint Hlra in scratch In Wet in a kindly voice. Unless she is spoiled
WL&tr&'txeLirxdLi-sweaty and clammy feet; cures
Notice Is
given to whom it
do it
rheumatism. Guaranteed. $1.00 per mnv ornicornhereby
litter. See that everything is dry by brutality she will do toit and rid
.that tha roilawlna da.
of
get
or scribed estray animal was taken up by
as a Done and snug as you can jwillingly, for she wants
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
pair. We . are , headquarters
as
as
you
udder
badly
in
her
milk
the
make It
electric belts. Columbia Commer Jose de Jesus Trujillo, Black Lake,
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
want to get it.
cial company, 204 East Ninth St, N. M.
f Put wheat bran and middlings in a ,
mare
One
sorrel
about
.Los Angeles, CaL
box where the cajf can get at it. She
Millet is good .for the laying hens.
yrs old.
Sorwill soon learn to eat It and it will Beans are equally- beneficial.
fJS
Estray Advertisement
'Branded
Estray Advertisement.
FOR
RENT,
"
be better for her to get it in this way ghum and broom corn seeds will do
It
Notice
is hereby given to whom it
On
left
whom
to
Notice
hip
is
given
hereby
than to give it to her in the milk.
t0 add variety to the bill of fare. Bar-concern that the following de may concern that the following de(may
animal
Said
this
unknown
to
RENT
being
FOR
Light housekeeping
ley Is about of the same merit
scribed estray animal was taaen up ny scribed estray animal was taken np by
rooms and furnished rooms with Board, unless claimed by owner pn or R. L. Roberts, Laguna, N. M.
R. L. Roberts, Laguna, N. M.
Increase in the average yield of corn contains more nitrogen and
10
before
17,
'09, said date being
May
One brown horse, gentle
one
black
One
year
colt,
per acre last year amounted to phates than does the regular c Indian electric light and bath. 710 Grand days after
adlast appearance of this
10 yrs old.
for
of a bushel per acre, corn. Buckwheat is an
saddle,
old.
-, 5
only three-tenth- s
.'
ave.
vertisement, said estray xsiH be sold
but in the aggregate it meant an In- lng food, but must be fed sparingly, as
Branded
by this Board for the benefit of the Branded
crease of hundreds of thousands of it is overtattenlng.
921 Lin- - owner when found.
On left hip
On left shoulder
FOR RENT One
dollars1 to the farmers.
''
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
coin.
10
'
work
and
saddle
horse,
One
care
like
Branded
other
bay
The apple tree needs
Las Vegas, N. M.
"
On right shoulder
Handle the cream and do your but fruit trees, if it is going to do well. FOR RENT The rooms over Chas let pub. Apr 27, last pub. May 7, 1909 years old.
' W
'
n
J j
ter making away from the odors of the The old idea that once planted it
One black. mare, 6 yrs old.
store.
.
Rosenthal's
and
itself
care
to
for
Advertisement.
should
be
able
odors
the
'
absorbs
Estray
un
kitchen. Nothing
ien
nip
, Branded
,
can
of
fruit
an
abundance
forth
and
so quickly as cream and butter,
bring
to this On left hip,;
..
The Rosenthal Bros. ma concern that the following de- - Said animal being unxnown
v,.
claimed by owner on or
the poorly flavored btttter does not ; no longer be maintained, since such nora FOR RENT
unless
Board,
method is neither economical
.hall for dances, socials and dancing scribed estray animal was taken up by before May 17, '09, saia date being 10 Said animal being unknown to this
sell well or bring a good price.
W. S. Barnes, Montfcello, N. M.
business-like- .
Fruit trees of whatever
schools.
after last appearance oi this ad- Board, unless claimed by owner on or
One bay gelding, unbroken. days
or
more,
as
much,
need
nature
or
kind
said estray will be sold before May 17, '09, said date being 10
vertisement
Make a chicken roost out of the dishands by this Board for the benefit oi tne days after last appearance of this adabout 8 years' old, abend 14
the seaattention
care
and
throughout
FOR
SALE.
after
removing
carded wagon wheel,
vertisement, said estray will be sold
high, weight about 850 lbs.
owner when found.
the Iron tire which would prove too son as any crop grown.
by this Board for the benefit of the
SANITARY BOARB,
CATTLE
Branded
owner when found.
cold a thing for the hens' feet Such j
FOR SALE A good business cheap,
N. M.
Las
Vegas,
On
this
left hip
Mange is easily cured, and for
a roost is economical of space. 3t
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
1909
care
this
W.,
7,
last
qrrfek.
May
27,
taken
Apply
if
pub.
1st
Apr
pub.
reason should never be permitted to
Las Vegas, N. M.
can be suspended from the roof.
Said animal being unknown to this
office:
exist among farm animals. Rub oil of
V.
...
unless claimed by owner on or
1st pub. Apr 27, last pub. May 7, 1909
Board,
whale oil two
Estray Advertisement.
before May 17, '09, said date being 10
The squealing pig is entering pro- tar one ounce,f and
each of tar FOR SALE One good team worft days after last appearance of this ad
or
ounces,
Is hereby given t whom It
pound
Notice
what
out
Find
test about something.
Estray Advertisement.
five yeass old. Strictly vertisement, said estray wilt be sold may concern that the following deof
each
one
and
horses;
and
pound
sulphur,
it is. If cold, provide better shelter. soap and .alcohol. In all cases boll sound: Inquire Brown Trading by this Board 'or the benefit of the scribed estray animal was taken np by Notice is hereby given to whom it
If hungry. Increase the feed. The all blankets and treat with a strong
may concern that the following deowner when found.
R. L. Roberts, Laguna, N. M.
company, Bridge street
squealing pig brings small profit to solution of caustic potash, ail woodOne bay stud, two yrs 01a. scribed estray animal was taken up by
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
La Cueva Ranch Company, La Cueva,
its grower.
Las Vegas, N. M.
work, harness, brushes, combs and FOR 8ALE One lot of show cases
Branded
N. M.
1909
1st
last
pub. May T,
pnb. Apr 27,
whatever is possibly affected with the
and table counters. Chas Rosenthal
One roan horse.
Caustic potash rubbed well upon the
of
mange.
germs
Advertisement
One black mare, five yrs old,
little knobs where the horns of the
Estray
Branded
Good
FOR SA5LE
range, very - Notice Is
calf will grow will prevent develop- On left hip
given to whom It
Branded
Encourage the cats' to stay around
at 512 may concernhereby
several
other
dethings
ment and will : save dehorning later.
cheap;
the
that
following
milk
On
left
a
them
little
hip
One bay horse.
barn
the
by giving
scribed estray animal was taken 09 by
The treatment must be given during nltht
Tenth street
farmer who
The
and
morning.
to
this
unknown
animal
Said
M.
being
Branded
Longfno Garcia, Bernalillo, N.
jthe first two weeks, however.
begrudges them a little milk at milk FOR SALE
On left shoulder
One dark bay mare, about Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Carriage, - good as new.
fellow
the
than
is
date
time
said
'09.
17,
before
stingier
beinglO
ing
May
,4' yrs old, two white spots as if they
'
'
Said animal being unknown to this
ad
of
this
For, some reason thick sour skim who stopped the clock at night to 1016 Fifth street
days after last appearance
were old sores from the saddle.
or
Wile Beems to have a greater value for save the wear and tear on the mavertisement said estray will be soia Board, unless claimed by owner on 10
Branded
May 17, '09, said date being
lions than sweet milk. This may be chinery. The cat's systen needs milk FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de
by this Board for the benefit of the beforeafter
last appearance of this adOn right hip
days
owner when found.
due to the milk sugar not being digest- when it is catching and: eating rats
scription. Notary seals and record
vertisement said estray will be sold
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
ed and assimilated by fowls, or, pos- and mice. If, cats are given milk at the Optic office.
Said animal being unknown to this
Las Vegas, N. M. by this Board for the benefit of the
Board, irnless claimed by owner on or
sibly, the lactic acid which is present regularly at the barn, there they will
last
27,
1st
pub. May 7, 1909 owner when found.
an
Apr
have
pub.
milk
won't
sour
especially stay, and where they stay you
may
(In
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB, 1
OLD newspapers for sale at The Op Before May 17, '09, said date being 10
beneficial effect More experimental find many rats or mice: No fanner
days after last appearance of this ad
'
Las Vegas, N. M.
.
10 cents a bundle.
office.
tic
vertisement said estray will be sold
work is needed to clear , up this ean afford to raise grain at present
.
Put.
27, last pub. May 7, 1909
Advertisement
lst
Apr
Estray
by this Board for the benefit of the
matter.
prices and feed it to rats,, so be good
Notice Is hereby given to whom It '
owner when found.
- International Inqulsltlvenets.
..
to the cats. ...
Estray Advertisement
concern that the following deSANITARY
CATTLE
may
:
BOARD,'
to
an
effort
We arer all engaged in
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
animal was taken np by
Alfalfa is a crop worth striving for.
scribed
M.
N.
Las
estray
Vegas,
may concern that the following deThe best ration for tne mei nera is learn more- about - the rest of the 1C pub. Apr 27, last pub. May 7, 1909 Arthur Davis. Jordan, N. M.
Plan for a start this year. Aiiaua
curious about
scribed estray animal was taken up by
red and white spo-.ie- s
One
wants a dry, sweet rich soil and un-- - wt the best ration for the milch cows, world. Tha Germans- are are
trying to
Rumald Segura,. Vlllanneva, N. M.
uw ids.
the French
cow, weigm
Estray Advertisement
derdralnlng seems to help any land- Cowg about to calve, should be fed on the French, the
the Americans
t:
understand:
One red mare, about" 10
British,
as
or
the
such
roots,
If
Branded
also
as
appliessilaga
does
food,
gucculent
Notice is hereby given to whom It
for this crop,
find out wherein we
to
old.
are
acre
omit
shoulder
oats
On
but
to
yrs
tons
left
striving
,
the
meal
and
chop,
Four
oil
jtion of lime.
bran,
may concern that the following de
,
'has been found none too much, and It the corn at this time. Feeding grain differ from Europeans in general.
scribed estray animal was taken np by
Branded
imme-'llmPoet
.
of
Saturday. Evening
kind just previous to or
On right shoulder '
H. P. Likes, Estancia, N. M,
sna not grow on land destitute - 0f
t:
One 'old small Mexican
The land must, be clean, so mid- diately after calving is not very good
He Wanted Some.
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
mute, blind In right eye.
summer sowing on land that has been policy,. Keep the bowels t good
On left hip
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
The banquet table was spread and "Branded
over and over to klU weeds ditionS After calving feed a warm
before May 17, '09, said date being 10
water to drink the guests about to be summoned,
: Some have made
warm
and
results.
give
m08h,
best
On
left
Said animal being unknown to this
brings
hip
days after last appearance of this ad- Board, unless claimed
the mistake of cutting it too. soon and for a week or ten days. As soon as "Are yorn sure that there are no re
b owner on or
unknown
sold
to
will
animal
be
thli
Said
said
vertisement
being
estray
too often. The crop has been killed the cow has dropped the calf she porters present?", anxiously asked the Board, unless claimed
owner on o? by this Board for the benefit of the before May 17, '09. said date belnelO
by
i should be watched carefully, and after
made
certain
and
butler.
Tve
of
the
cutting
host
soon,
too
puttine
days after last appearance of this ad
before May 17, '09, said date being 10 owner when found.
'should not be done until after the Bhe has made its toilet remove the of it sir." "Then hustle out and get days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray wiH be sold
SANITARY BOARB,
CATTLE
In
from
host.
sight a few," rejoined the
caif from her stall, but keep it
by this Board for th benefit of the
sold
N. M.
young suckers are well started
be
will
Las
said
estray
vertisement
Vegas,
nntil the milk comes in the udder,
the crown.
the benefit of the 1st pub. Apr 27, last pub. May 7, 1909 owner when found.
Board
for
this
by
CATTLE SANITARY BO ABB,
when the calf should be allowed to
owner when found.
To the Grave and Beyond.
Las Vegas, 11. M.
reSANITARY
was
that
a
CATTLE
fruit
BOARB,
a
fact
Chinaman,
Kin
Yunwka,
a
It is
1st pub. Apr 27, last pub. May 7, 1909
Advertisement
N. M.
Lan
Estray
of
a
Vegas,
the
strange
made
subject
wi.i aet more fruit than it is ca-- .
cently
.'
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
Rhubarb wanted for very early
per-- 1
jail sentence. After being condemned 1st pub. Apr 27, last pub. May 7, 1909
cable of supporting and bringing toWisEstray Advertisement
the
can
may concern that the following de
be
secured
ket
by digging
for life by a Chinese court he escaped
Prof. Sandsten of the
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Advertisement
scribed estray animal was taken np by
a
Make
thaw.
with
Estray
was
the
first
tried
roots
he
by
station
when
suggests
and
captured
consln experiment
may concern that the following deNotice Is hereby given to whom It E. F. Pope, Vaughn, N. M.
oM nature in its work grow- - frame or open box four by six feet another court and a further term of
horse scribed estray animal was taken np by
One small
derange
concern
the
of
that
load
a
following
18
inches
him.
may
was
extra
and
fruit,
deep,
spread
the
given
punishment
r chonid take away
scribed estray animal was taken np by pony, sorrel, three white feet, white P. Y. Santistevan, Hall's Peak, N. M.
The vitality of the tree is used up fresh horse manure on the ground.
One dark bay mare, 3 yrs
R. L. Roberta, Laguna7 N. M.
stripe all way down face, bad wire
six
of
to
the
cover with earth
depth
One Worthy Remembrance.
by the number of seeds it is permitt:
scar on breast and point of shouluei. old.
One bay stud, 2 yrs old.
the
roots.
Set
the
and
the
laches
of
size
inthe
plant
not
and
to
a
by
The brightest spot in long
ted
ripen,
Branded
Branded
f
Branded
fruit. It Is readily seen that by re- frame over them and bank to the top timate experience with the telephone
On left hip
sawdust
On left bin
sawdust
or
conand
we
earth
On left shoulder
J
once some one called up the
moving some of the fruit
is
that
serve the fertility of the land, as well all around; cover with boards and wrong number and got us by mistake
Said animal being unknown to this
animal
Said
unknown
to
this
animal being unknown to this
Said
being
one
as aid the tree to properly mature the sawdust or other litter, allowing
and didn't blame us for it Ohio State Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
which
before May 17, '09, said date being 10 before May 17, '09, said date being 10 before May 17, '09, said date being 10
remaining fruit. A tree that has thus or two holes for ventilation, manner Journal.
been thinned wUl bring forth more should be covered in such a
days after last appearance of this ad- days after last appearance of this ad days after last appearance of this adexhibit from the Ha- vertisement said estray will be sold vertlsement said estray will be sold vertisement said estray will be sold
fruit in bushels than other trees; and, that no light can shine in. In a short
In
the
sugar
by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the
bfiddes this, the fruit from thinned time the rhubarb win grow to the top waiian Islands at the
owner when found.
owner when found.
owner when found.
size and of the box and will be a beautiful
sum-me- r
tr(9 ia suDerior in color,should
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Beth Phones Office and Residence
610 Lincoln Avenue

NEW MEXICO NEW
V, Tanner of Tulsa, Okla,
has accepted a position with R. W.

Isaacs

at Clayton.
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DONT BE BALD.
If there is any vitality in the hair roots
Kexall "93" Hair Tonic will positively
grow new hair and cure baldness. We
want yon to try this preparation at our risk
We'll return the money you paid us if you
are not entirely satisfied. Two sizes, 50c

ChamberlalnV Liniment!" "
This is a new preparation and a
good one. It is especially valuable f
as a cure for chronic and muscular L:
rheumatism, and for the relief from
pain which It affords in acute Inflam
matory rheumatism. Those who have
used it have invariably spoken of It
in the highest terms of praise. Lame
back, lame shoulder and" stiff neck
are due to rheumatism of the muscles, usually brought on by exposure to cold or damp, and are Quick
ly cured by applying this liniment
freely and massaging the affected
Soreness of the muscles,
parts.
whether induced by violent exercise
or injury, Is allayed oy this liniment
For sale by all dealers.
-

-

ED

OPERA

HOUSE

May 5, 1909.

ana fi.oo.
,
B. G. Murphey, The Rexall Store.
Ralph C. Ely, attorney at Deming,
has traded hia Deming residence for
Snort Orders and Regular Dinners
coal lands in West Virginia.
One- - of the novel things to be seen
Joseph Gilbert was arrested
in the Hawaiian building at the Alas
BlfiS'j; UOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
Grady fon the charge of stealing and
exposition at Seattle
selling a cow belonging to M. Rob this summer will be moving pictures
erts.
of the volcano Kilauea in eruption.
SOCIETY
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
Margarito Rios of Casous, who was showing the lava as it streams down
'
was taken to the Guadalupe county the mountain side. The
pictures have
jail at Santa Rosa, because of insan never before been exhibited outside
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2. A. F.
PHYSICIANS.
A.
An alarm
clock always sounds
ity, died last week.
of Honolulu.
M
Regula- - ootn- iswet
when
test,
it goes off and you re
E.
A;
known
a
well
Dow,
resident
DR.
E. L. HAMMOND
a u n lea tion firsi.uifl
alize that you dont have to get up.
atad business man of Tajlque
and
V
Whooping
Cough.
DENTIST
tfird Thuisdayt In
Gran Quivera,, died at Willard, last
This is a more dangerous disease
STARR'S
Both
Visit- Suite 4, Crockett Building.
Kills to Stop the Fiend.
?ch month
than is generally presumed. It will
week of pneumonia.
at
office
and
residence.
The worst foe for 12 years of John
phones
be a
to many to learn that
ing brothers cordialhad more surprise
who
Ranger Jos. W. Reid,
the
deaths result from It than from Deye of Gladwin, Mich., was a run
lT Invited. Geo. H Ktnkel, W.
M,
charge of the Kingston district of the scarlet fever. Pneumonia often re ning ulcer. He patd doctors over
Chas. H. Sporleder. Secretary.
OPERA
HOUSE
DR. G. L. JENKINS
Gila forest reserve, spent a few days sults from It. Chamberlain's Cough $400.00 without benefit. Then Buck-len'- s
Arinca
Salve
killed
the ulcer
with his family at Hlllsboro.
Kemedy has been used in many epiOne Night Only
Cures Fever-Soredemics of
LAS VEGA.S COMMANDERY NO. 2.
DENTIST
cough, and ' al and cured him.
Faustin Gallegos, editor of B. Fe- - ways with whooping
the best results. Delbert Boils, Felons, Eczema,
Knight Templar. Regular
nix and wife, left Clayton for Santa. McKelg of Harlan, Iowa, says of it: Infallible for Piles, Burns,
Scalds,
Qi conclavi Second Tuesday in
Over Hedgcock's Shoe Store
He deals with mind' and
Mexico, ,. where they go on "My boy took whooping cough when Cuts,- Coma, 25c at all druggists.
Rosalia,
'
Phone Vegas 79
each month at Masonic
nine months old. He had it in the
behalf of Mrs. Gallegos' health.
winter. I got a bottle of Chamber
matter, and will make you
A woman calls it being frank when
femple, 7:30 i. m. Joha 8. Clark,
The thirteen-year-olbrother of lain s Cough , Remedy which proved
F. R. LORD, DENTIST
V. C, Charles Tamme, Recorder. .
will
she'
admit
was
she
&
born
year
I
Lincoln
cannot recommend it too
good.
Gregorio Garcia, of Raventon,
laugh till your sides ache.
after "Tier younger brother.
(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams) county, accidentally shot himself in highly." For sale by all dealers.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3. ROT- Office Pioneer Building, over Grand the foot last week, while playing with
Hoarseness, bronchitis and other
Don't Forget
cj Arch Masons.
Regular
He has a mighty strong imagina throat troubles are
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone a 22 caliber rifle.
'
quickly cured by
convocation first Monday In
Mnown
Ciesto
well
67.
blan
tion for a ireal estate dealer." "Yes. Foley's Honey and Tar as It soothes
Main
Campfos, a
WED.
each month tt Masonic
ket weaver and for many years
He'd lay out an allotment in Mars and heals the Inflamed throat and
TemDle. 7:SP n. m
f B
school teacher, died at Silver City last and get husky cracking up the canal bronchial tubes and the most obstinATTORN EY8.
ate cough disappears. Insist nnon
has. , H
Williams, H P.,
week at an age of 86 years. His privileges." Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Popular prices 25, 35 & 50c
having the genuine Foley's Honey
'
wife survives him.
GEORGE H.. HUNKER
,
porleder, Secretary.,;
Doors Open 7:30. Snow Com, 8:30
and Tan O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
U. S. Hammel will resign his posi
wfll
Attorney at Law
Be Boys
Boys
tion as manager of the Floersheini' and are
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
always getting scratches,
Office: Veeder Block, Las Vegas, New
Blackwell company's store at Clayton cuts,
sprains, bruises bumps, burns,
Mexico.
Knights of Pythias
the first of June and start in business or scalds. Don't
meet every Monday
neglect' such things
for himself at Silt, Colo.
evening In Castle
they may result serious if you do.
MORRISON
E.
GEORGE
Hall, Visitinic KnighU
zaoocK u. stiver, aged 62 years, Apply Ballard s. Snow Liniment ac
are cordially Invited.
to directions right away and
died
at Kingston, Sierra county. He cording
J.F. SACKMAN,
it will relieve the pain and heal the
Civil Engineer and Surveyor
was
Chancellor Command'
a pioneer gold miner and one of trouble. Price' 25c, 50c and $1.00.
er.
the founders of Hillsboro. The funeral Sold by Center Block Depot Drug Co.
E.
D.
Las Vegas
W.
KENNEDY
Office: Wheeler Bldg.
took place at Leetonla, Ohio.
Keeper ol Record and
Colored fish, native to the south
Seal.
Miss Lollta Alexander, who has
Doesn't the walking season arouse thoughts of tumbling
been cqnfined to her home for two seas, will be exhibited in the Hawaiisurf, placid lakes, mountain climbing, the quest for the
weeks from the effects of an injury an building at the
elusive fish, the gay life of the resorts, of riding, golfing,
9ALDY LODGE, NO. 77, FRATER
VINCENT TBUDKR. Prop,
to her head some time ago, resumed
automobile trips; or create a yearning for indulgence in
exposition at Seattle. The big
NAL UNION
OF AMERICA
and
own particular pastime?
1.
school
Wines,
her
June
Cigars.
at
Liquors
exhibition,
duties
Hillsboro.
mported
your
opens
s
first and third Wednesday of o. 501
1
If
Railroad Avenue. Opposite
hear it, heed it.
you
Al
11,
died
at
Ralph Douglas, aged
each month at Fraternal Brotherv
Railroad Depot
Won't Slight a Good Friend.
buquerque. Only last November, his
hood hall. Chas. Trambley, F. M.;
Go?
ever
"If
a
need
I
medicine
Ir
cough
Tables
Connection
come
Billiard
had
from
Kansas
father, who
Bertha C. Thornhlll, Secretary. VIs- I know what to get," declares
again
Choose from among the following:
for his health, died. The boy's death Mrs. A. L.
East Lac Vegas New Mexico
iting members cordially invited.
Alley of Bals, Me., "for
was caused from appendicitis.
The Orand Canyon,
after using ten bottles of Dr. , King's
,
Colorado,
California,
(
.' The
F. G. Tompson of Silver City has New Discovery, and seeing its excelYoscmito Valley;
Northwest,
3REBEKAH LODGE, I. 0. O. F.,
lent results in my own family and
'
The
given $50,000 to the department of others I am convinced
Exposition.
meets second and fourth Thursday
It la the beet
THORNIIILL,
to
be
of
Harvard
university,
colds
and
history
made
medicine
for
coughs
evenings of e&ch month at the I.
used especially. In strengthening the lung trouble." " Every one who tries
Los Angeles, San Diego and Return, $37.95
- O. O.
hall. Miss Bertha Becktr,
Relief is felt
feels
that
it
way.
just
study of municipal government.
San Francisco, $45.00
.
Floral Designs for Weddings,
N. O.; Mrs. Delfa Pep ard, V. G.;
cure
once
at
and
its
quick
Cut
The last number of Nuevas de Mag- - you. cFor Bronchitis, Asthma,surprises
e
Parties, Funerals, etc.
For the same trip one way via Portland and Seattle, 160.00.'
Hem
Mrs.
F. Dalley, Secretary;
.
Flowers always (on hand, v.
'"
dalena, published at Magdalena,-- So-- orrhage,
Croup, La Grippe, Sore
Smith, Treasurer.
Tiokets on sale May 6 to 13, inclusive; June 1 and 2; June 24 to
corro county, appeared on Saturday; Throat, pain in chest or lungs Its suTREES PRCED AND GARDENING
10, inclusive; and July 27 to August 6, inclusive.
Trial
50c
bottle
July
and
$1.00.
The editor, Lazaro Acosta, will take preme.
Final
limit October 31, 1909, ' Liberal stopover privileges.
all
Guaranteed
free.
AND
by
druggists.
B P. O. E. MEETS SECOND
attended to.
Alcharge of La Opinion Publica at
Slightly
higher fares on other dates during the summer.
each
fourth Tuesday
evenings
buquerque.
You
"Hello!
Bcrrowell
Harduppe.
'
month at 0. R. C. hall. Visiting
Phone Main 167. 506 Grand Ave.,
The town board of Farmlhgton Sat look
Santa Fe service and the famous meals by Harvey, Could any- brothers are cordially Invited. W.
lilp 30 cents." Harduppe "You
Opposite San Miguel Bank.
urday
night by a unanimous vote re- natter me, Borrowell, I only have a
more be desired f
thing
M. Lewis, exalted ruler; D. W. ConEast Las VegHS, N. M,
fused to grant a continuance of the
.
n
iiiiimu
quarter."
Plan now. Read op abont tbe country
don, secretary.
license to the only saloon remaining
and it attractions. Get free folders iued
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a
resolution
that
and
town
account the Elk meetings; the N. E. A.;
adopted
PILE81 PILES! PILE81
NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION.
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Colorado; the great Exposition, the Grand
hile refusing to grant a license to
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment wit
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and fourth'
second
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Afe You Going?

TO THE

.

LAS VEGAS' EXCLUSIVE DRY GOODS STORE

EXPOSITION

ALASKA-YUKON-PA- CIFIC

If so file your namd'with as !and we will issue a
'

'

4.

i

Illinois Belle Sugar Com
I.

3

Cans for

6

Cans

for-- 12

Cans

for--

.......... 25c

;:j

v

We

Always hot water
shop.

at Nolette barber

M

Las Vegas
131,

Tst

If you want to know whether you are destined to be a success or failure financially,

you can easily find out.

Cqlxi You Save Money?
If you can persistently lay aside a certain

portion of your saviugs each week or month,
there is no doubt about you being a success
financially.
This Bank will help you to make the test,
and furnish a safe depository for your funds,
with interest at 4 per cent.on time deposits.

'''

.

The First National Bank

Judge Frank W. Parker sentenced
the Santa Fe conductor, convicted of bribery in connection
with smuggling Chinese
into
this
country, to eighteen months in the
penitentiary, and to pay a fine of
$150.
Tom Miller, colored Pullman
porter, indicted with Maynard, pleaded guilty, and was sentenced to eleven months in jail.

US. VEGAS. NEW MEXICO.
CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.
OF

H. D. Maynard,

'

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
Ass't Cashier.
Cashier.
.

MONEY SAVED

The transfer of positions by A. A.
Atkins of the East Las Vegas postoffice and Oscar Lindberg of the St
Louis office has ; been approved, to
take effect May 15. Mr. Lindberg is
forced to come west on account of the
health of his wife and for this reason
the transfer was- made. Mr. Atkins
goes into' the registry division of the
St. Louis postoffice, which Is a big
promotion for him.

On Domestic Coal, Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.75
per ton Just what you' want for cooking,

or Slack

d. w. condon Foot r
.

Main St

Phone Main 21

,

Peanut Butter
PUT UP BY

Beech Nut Packing 'Co.
'
"

'

"c

"

Figs and Stuffed Fard Dates
Packed in! glass jars thereby retaining

"

Friend: -This is the time
of the year when
dried fruits are
good.
Did you ever try
Dear

TRY A JAR OF

ALSO

1 JL, V

I

O

S1,XTH STREET

Jet:neon

lm Cm

For Sale Good 1200 pound work
horse and surrey. Will sell separate
Apply at Hub.

freshness and

blending them? Cooking a few apricots"
and prunes or peaches
and

apricots togeit improves
ther,
them wonderfully,
your friend,
JAtJOB.
j

jj

j

They n'ave' a

fresh

ekock of peaches,;

flavor.

;

raisins
aprioots,
and currants at
Crcscrs, Esizthzra aailCsksra

STEARICS
GROCERY

James Monahan, a lame man, who
had been begging on the streets for
some time was arrested last night for
public intoxication and was given a
hearing this morning before Julge D.
R. Murray. He pleaded guilty to the
charge and was given his choice between a fine of $10 or 15 days in jail.
Finally he was told that the sentence
would be suspended on the condition
that he immediately leave town and
he has not been' seen by the officers
since
.

'

f
iVe

)

EADING UNDERTAKERS,
EMBALM ERS

have exclusively tha only white

RIGHT SERVICES

'

at

-

REASONABLE FRiCES

..
-'
Phone Main 258, G25 Douglas

v-

:

:

H. O. BROWN TRADING CQ
DEALERS IN

HAY and GRAIN, BULK HEEDS.
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.
Get Our Prices before baying.

Bridge Street

Phone Main 85

lar in the cily and has. made many
frierds since residing here,- all of
-

whom wish him great success in his
new field, '

Call up Main 27(5 tot naniatinne
and other cut flowers. Floral designs
made up on short notice.
Parry
.

Onion.

Engineer John R. Kirk was quite
painfully Injured yesterday when No.
10 ran into the rear end of a freight
at. Kennedy. He Jumped through the
cab window when he saw a collision
was unavoidable and fell In such a
way that he wrenched his back badly,
and slightly injured one ofi his kidneys. He was brought to the city on
a stretcher and is now confined to
his home, 212 Ninth street. It will
probably not be long until he is again
in service.
;

Traveling Man Has, Heavy Loss.
A. H. Crowell of St. Louis, a traveling man, representing the Wesco
Suppy company, met a heavy loss yes
terday. He had a room ab one of the
local hotels and at 8 o'clock in the
morning, sent his clothes to a tailor
A
by a call boy to have pressed.
couple of hours later he missed his
pocketbook and alleges that' he forgot
to remove it from the suit It contained a little over $100 in currency
and two checks for $76.
Both the boy and the tailor denied
bnt
having seen the pocketbook,
Crowell had them both arrested and
brought before Justice of Peace D. R.
Murray last night. ?They were discharged as there was not a particle of
evidence against them.

Wo Will Sell

"Rodl

Bird"

Laundry Soap

f

10

f

Bare
For

(!. II. BOEDER'S
"THE COFFEE MAN"

To Those
Who Wear

Overalls

Uses Bomb.

Suicide
mfltr
v nn tt
i ca a
i:qvi it
Mount Vernon, 111., May 4. A dyof
Overalls?
namite bomb was the means employi
pair
ed by Carson Martin, farmer, 45 years
old, living in Belle River south of this
Recmlar Price lifl.OO. for 75a .
city, to ctnjamlt suicide. Martin took
If not, Why not?
the explosive to an outbuilding yesterday. The structure .was blown to - We have extended the sale on the
bits- - and his body scattered over the
$3.50 and $4.00 shoes at the repremises. He left a letter declaring
markable price oi $2.50 until the
his intention to take his life.
'

1st. of May.

Cold Kills Daring Adventurer.
Detroit, May 4. Captain Carlisle D.

J.

A. TAICHER.T,

Graham, aged 68, who achieved fame
615 Lincoln Ave.,
by successfully making the perilous
Next to Wells Fargo Express Co.
trip through the Niagara rapids five
times, died here yesterday from a
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
cold. Four time
Graham
Captain
went through the rapids in a barrel in the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course.
and once swam the distance.

the hygeia: ice

MADS FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER

Tomorrow" 'moMIhg

at the (Duncan opera house' tomorrow
evening, ;will put a young man of
this city In a hypnotic sleep and he
will be awakened tomorrow evening
on the stage at the opera house. No
doubt but that Mr. Starr's first appearance on the stage in public wUl
by a large1 and appre
ciative audience. He is very popu- -

Son

&

funeral car in Lbs Vegas.

at 8:30 H. L.
Starr, the hypnotla.wbos wiU,,appear
,

-

dressing sacques, kimonas

3

Also see us for Seed Wheat!

:

'JiJ'

Jim Lowe, mailing clerk at the local
The Rev. Henry Easter, rector' of
postoffice "'is, now taking his annual
leave of absence and is spending his St. Clement's church, El Paso, Tex.j
at St. Paul's cnurch,' corner National
i
vacation in Denver. '.
avenue and Eighth street, 7 : 30 p. m.y
Straight Guggenheim rye served Wednesday. Auxiliary service, every
?'
body welcome.
over the bar at the Antlers.

a.t your grocer's.

Sl&te

,:

-

FOR SALE-cows, Bain wagon,
La Pension dining room how open.
Families desiring Sunday' dinner Cypher's incubator, bone cutter, pen
;
of pedigreed White Leghorns. Drink- .,,
please order Saturday.
house, Olive 5052.
The ladies of the East Eide, Altar
Three men worked all day fixing up
society will hold their monthly meet
ing with Mrs. H. W. Kelly, 825 Sixth the Y. M. C. A. tennis courts at the
corner: of Fourth and Main streets.
street, on Wednesday.
The grounds are fast being put into
condition and the courts promise to
ACCIDENT!
We were Informed that John Fapen be in excellent shape in several days.
dislocated the third vertebrae of his
LOST Black leather pocket book,
spinal column gazing at the El Pala-ci- o
was
kite.
Ha
cards, checks, and money
the
containing
into
taken
giant
store and speedily recovered when be belonging to A. H. Crowell; lost near
saw the array of real bargains that corner of Sixth and Lincoln, about 8
" o'clock Monday morning. Return to Op
walTed the counters.
tic office, and receive reward; no
Earl S. Showalter has been appoint questions asked.
ed clerk in the postoffice of East Las
The library board has put a man, to
Vegas, vice C. F. Ringer, who has
been transferred to the railway post-- work on Hillsite park watering the
grass and taking care of the grounds.
office service.
A committee will go around among
The regular meeting of the trus the business men of the city next
tees of the Las Vegas grant was post- week to raise money by 3'ubscription
poned from yesterday to today .owing to pay for the work.
to the unavoidable absence of Messrs.
,
There is a surprise In store for the
r . ..
Pierce and Gallegos. members of the Royal Highlanders at
Mr, and Mrs. W. D. Hayes have tak the meeting of the order tonight All
en up jthelr residence in the . .Gilder-sleev- e members and new members are to
cottage on east Palace avenue present themselves at the O. R. C.
at Santa Fe. Mr. Hayes has , bad hall in the Pioneer block at 7:15 p.
charge of the government tree nur- m. No member should fail to attend.
sery in Gallinas canyon and had re
Governor George Curry, who is insided in the residence at the station.
vestigating the affairs of the terriSt. Paul's Memorial church corner torial asylum for the blind, has acNational avenue and Eighth .street. cepted the invitation to make the
On Wednesday at 10:30 a. m., the commencement address at the New
Rev. W, E. Warren, rector of the Mexico school of mines at Socorro on
Church of the Good Shepherd, Silver June 13. ,
City. Everybody invited.
Hon. Ralph E. Twitchell delivered
Thos. Seward, for the past three his lecture on the "American Occupayears manager for the Mutual Benefit tion of New Mexico." at the Elks'
at Albuqureque last
in New opera house
Life Insurance . company
Mexico, has received notice from the night, before one of the largest and
most appreciative lecture audiences
that has ever assembled in that city.

-

t,

T

head office of the company at New
ark, N." J., to report at Spokane,
has
Governor Curry
appointed Wash., as soon as possible, to take
a no- charge of the company's office at that
of
A.
this
city
Fleming
George
tary public for San Miguel county. place.

Use Ovir

A Simple

'

n

Agent for the Majestic Range.

"The Store That's Always Busy"

Free from

-

Black and wnite check, 1 yd. wide Taffeta, worth $1.75-yar- d
at $1.15 yard.
New line of white wash dfess Skif "also Linen color

Ludwig Wrrt Ilfeld

PER DOZEN

Phone

mfpr,t.ablyiHtaken
Seattle", who will 'see that you ar
care of and extended all courtesifis- - r i;

V

i

LOCAL NEWS.

Buy all you want, you run no risk.
GUARANTEE every can.

I

White fancy shirt Waist, trimmed with lace and em- broidery 50c, 1.00, 1.25, 1.50 and $1.75 worth
'
"
double.

;

Manufacturing Co.

Majestic

possible.

CENTS PER CAN

$1.15

LANCf OF THIS WEEK

vrf

;

card to you addressed to

f

...85c

"

j The

UJi

;

Blair Extra Sugar Corn
10

,

"

.:.-':-

For Tomorrow

-

;

'

'

V

PRICES:

VS

2,000 lbs or more each delivery-- :
'
1.000 to 2,000 lbs.
200 to 1.000 lbs. "
"
50 to
Jbs. ,

.".

'

Le.s than

i

20
f

Ibfrt.

r"yV

CRYSTAL ICE; CO,,

'

--20c

30c
40c
50c

per hundred

"
"

75c'

McGuIre & Webb

Phone Main 227

